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A SHOW WINDOW FOR ROCKLAND
Contributor Would Transform

Smart At 93

Burned

street look like a man dressed in
the heighth of fashion who has
fallen flat on his face In a muck
hole.
The empty cellars are not the
only misfortunes. Suppose an In
terested stranger who Is looking
over the area east of Main street,
should ask the question “What is
that dilapidated structure down
near the water-front?" “That is
an old kiln and shed" our resident
would reply. “What is it for?” the
stranger continues. "Oh, nothing"
our resident replies." "It has been
out of business for half a century!”
“Oh I fee” the stranger replies, "it
Is sort of a tombstone in the grave
yard of a dead business. Do you
regard it as an advertisement for
the prosperity of your city and the
pride of yor citizens?" Surely, good
business as well as permanent
public enjoyment of all citizens
have a common Interest here.
I will now offer my picture of a
beautiful seaside park with the
hope that those who may have a
better picture may offer theirs.
I would construct a terrace on a
level with the street which would
extend some 100 feet to the east
of Main street and south of Park
Place.
The garbage truckmen
(Continued On Page Four)

David P. Bicknell acted as mas
ter of ceremonies and Wiliiam K.
i Bicknell made brief remarks when
Miss Hanrahan was presented gifts
by the firm. Office and plant as
sociates also presented gifts.
Putnam P. Bicknell gave a brief
outline of the development of the
business from its beginning up to
the present time of Miss Hanra
han's flrst connection with it. con
tinuing with its progress to the
present. At the close of this part
of the program, colored slides were
Mrs. Myron J. llahn
shown by David Bicknell.
A truly remarkable person Is
A delightful evening was enjoyed
Mrs. Myron J. Hahn, 17 State by all. Miss Hanrahan, surprised
street, Rockland. She celebrated and a bit overcome by these ex
her 93d birthday on Thursday of pressions of affection, ar.d esteem,
this week. She has A host of responded gracefully and feelingly
friends and enjoys having them
Guests present acre: Mt. and
around her. Though not as smart Mrs. Putnam Bicknell, Mr. and
about going places as she was a Mrs. William K. Bicknell, David P.
short time ago, she is not an old Bicknell. Miss Hanrahan, Miss Ed
person despite her years and a call ith Bicknell. Also Mr. and Mrs. Os
on her is always a treat. She lives mond Palmer, Mrs. Beatrice Phil
alone at her State street home, brook, Miss Anna Flynn, Miss Anne
does her own work and knows al) Nelsen, Miss Dorothy McLennon,
that goes on in world affairs.
i Mr. and Mrs. Harold Davis, Mr.
j and Mrs. Lindon Nelson.
, Mr. and Mrs, Everett Blethen,
Legion Badge
J Mr. and Mrs. Charles Watts, Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Jordan, Mr.
T.
r• "
and Mrs. Albert Mills and Edward
Wotton.
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Vinalhaven, North Haven Health Councils Sponsoring State Project On 17th
be x-rayed stands still a minute
before the x-ray machine. The
technician clicks the gadget and
the x-ray is over. In a month's
time everyone gets a report of his
individual reading.
If there should happen to be
doubt in the mind of the technician
reading the film the perron x-rayed
will get a note advising him to see
his family technician and the phy
sician will have received a similar
report. Frequently, the abnormal
ity noticed in the film may be due
to a (old of clothing, but it is batter
to be sure.
Tuberculosis is a preventable dis
ease and yet lt continues to be a
major problem because half of the
cases of tuberculosis in existence
qge not known to health authori
ties. With early diagnosis through
chest x-ray the cure of tubercu
losis is possible. A minute spent
having an x-ray may save years
of living

Tele Vision
Scores of satisfied customers will
attest to our “Service after the
Sale" slogan. Fewer sales with con
tinued customer satisfaction is, in
our mind, much better than lots of
sales with poor or no service after
the sale. It costs no more to get a
good TV with continued service
AFTER the sale. House-Sherman,
Inc., Main St., Rockland.
Adv.
IF53

FOR SALE
THE WELL-KNOWN

CLARA W. JOHNSON
HAT SHOP

• There are no turn-on or turn-ot
chargee-no minimum monthly
chargee or "maintenance" costswhen you nee PYBOFAX Ga*- Thu
complete gas service for cooking
water-heating, refrigeration can b«
twilled in your home quickly, eas
fly—and at low cost. Call ns today
lor the beat in gas appliances — Ih«
bast in bottled gu service.

WARREN GRADUATION HONORS

Located at
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Over the Paramount Restaurant
This business has served the
most exclusive clientele of this
locality for 40 years. Sale will
Include fixtures, equipment and|>
present location.
This is a
wonderful opportunity for the
right person. For full particu
lars and all further information
Phone 1116-W on March 11, 12
or 13 between 9 A. M. and
12 Noon.

29-ltl
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The Hock land Legion Convention
Corporation has chosen the above
badge design to be used during the
Legion convention here next June.
It features Rockland as the Lobster
Capital cf the World and shows a
Maine lobster in the medal design
of the 35th annual convention of
the Department of Maine American
Legion. The ship's wheel pattern
and the lobster will remind all Le
gionnaires of the major industry
of the city.

Petition Denied
Zoning Board Refuses a
Nursing Home Permit In
Residential A Zone
In a decision delivered by the
Rockland board of zoning appeals
Thursday, that body dismissed an
appeal made by John Thureau ot
Searsport from a decision of the
building inspector, denying him the
use of the former Ellingwood home
on Talbot avenue, for establishment
of a convalescent home.
In dismissing and confirming ac
tion cf the building inspector.
Chief Van E. Russell, the board
noted that the house in question is
located in a residential A zone, and
according to the city ordinance, in
a highly restricted area. In the op
inion of the board, use of the prop
erty as a convalescent home would
put lt into an Income producing
business, a violation cf the ordin
ance. In transmitting its decision,
the board of appeals took the
stand that It feels Its applicants
position to be sound, economically,
and regrets its inability to take
any other action.

Mbs Freda Hill

Miss Flora Wiley

Albert E. MaePhail
445 MALN ST.

TEL. 7tt

ROCKLAND. ME.

Pay Only on First Game, Next 4 Games Free

$50 BONUS GAMES ALSO
ODD FELLOWS HALL

The Eastern Division Rifle Club | its new president. Membership
adopted its new name "Rockland ' W* slowly but surely, and •« the
Rifle andPistol Club" as a result sprin» of19W' “ was vot€d to
,
. .
..
.
elude
the "little women," since
of a businessmeeting Wednesday i
,
... ...
... . .. .
J ! they had added a“touch" to their
at their range in the Odd Fellow s, baked bean suppers,
building.
Enthusiasm for the sport has
A public supper was held Thurs- gTown until now the club is upheld
day n.ght with 37 members and by three rifle teams, namely, ex
guests present. President Allen pert, marksman and tyro and a
Dart introduced as guest speaker: promising newly
formed pistol
the flrst president of the original 5 team, all of which adds up to 4*
club. Almon Young.
active rifle and pistol members and
Mr Young gave a resume of their i 12 associate members. The rifle
former activities and history of' teams have completed a series of
the club which incidentally derived winter postal matches and have
Its name from men employed by shot a number of shoulder to
the Eastern Division of the Central shoulder matches with neighboring
Maine Power Company. The club clubs A few more are yet to be
sported some very apt and able. scheduled. The members in genershooters in those days, and after al are looking forward to the acta number of “good" years, the club I ivitiea of the summer and have
lost its force until in 1946 it was i hopes of becoming one of the livereorganized. and Otis Albee became | liest clubs around.

and senior years, and last year was
assistant editor of the school year
book. She Is a member of the one
act play cast this year.
Miss Gammon, flrst honor essay
ist was named DAR candidate
this year at the school. Enrolled in
the college preparatory course at
the school, the plans to enter a
nurses training class next fall. She
is editor-in-chief of the school year
bock, and holds the office of presi
dent in the Student Council. In Voters Across County To Elect Officials
school dramatics, she has taken
and Settle Town Affairs
part In the one-act plays ail four
years. Active in 4-H Club work for
_________
nine years, she is serving her sec
ond term as local leader of the
T;:, re are mne town ™eetin«.s same candidates for office. How
Warren Wonder Workers 4-H Club, scheduled in the county Monday. ever, there may be an exchange
Miss Davis holder of fourth Citizens in Camden, Appleton, of words on school board problems
place in the class, has been enrolled Cushing, Hope. Warren, Union, as the community is sharply di
in the general course the past four Washington, Vlnalhaven and St.
'Claudia7 Presented I Miss Leino's at 9198.
years, and plans to enter a beau George will gather at their re vided on ihe activities of that
group.
i The valedictorian taking the col- tician's school next fall.
Cooper Directed PTA Play ! lege course, plans to enroll next j Active in sports, she has played spective meeting places to settle Since the last town meeting,
town affairs for the coming year.
Well Received Thursday Hall for nurse's training. In addi soitball four years, and basket-, Arrangements have been made there has been action to increase
The McLain PTA production. tion to scholastic standing, she has ball three. She has been a Glee by The Courier-Gazette to obtain the board from three to five mem
Club member for three years, and
“Claudia” presented Thursday eve . been b. sy with extra curricular
a complete coverage of the meet bers and an amendment to the
also a member of the one-act plays
town charter is now in Augusta
ings across the county.
ning at Rockland High School, and ' activities at the school as well. She
’ has played softball all four years, casts for three years. On the staff j
repeated Friday evening. Is de
The election of town officials asking for that change. Whether
and is serving as literary editor of of the year book for her fourth'
scribed by those attending the
will be paramount in all meetings or not it will be approved before
the school year book, the Alewife. year, she is news editor her senior
shew as being an outstanding per
with the school budgets destined the meeting convenes is a question.
, this year. She has sung with the year. She also is serving as secre
Vinalhaven has 75 articles In Its
to be the largest figures presented
formance.
Glee Club the past three years, and tary of the Student Council this
warrant which will be considered
The three-act comdey was di
in
the
several
articles
of
each
has served her class, as secretary year.
in a meeting starting at 9 a. m.
warrant.
rected by Aimcn Ccoper wtth Mrs.
Miss Leino, fifth honor student In i
for three years. She had part in
The school budget requests have
Warren
changes
over
to
a
town
Barbara Call assisting. Leads in
the junior one-act play last year. the class is art editor of the year i
manager after the Mnoday session jumped $4000 in the Island com
the production were taken by Miss
Outside of school she has been as book. She has played softball four
munity.
Greta Nelson, as Claudia, and Leon sistant leader of the Warren Won years, been a member of the Glee with the selectmen serving in the
Camden, feeling the crush of
future
in
an
advisory
capacity
and
White, as David Naughton.
der Workers' 4-H Club for three Club for three, and served as class |
traffic
of US 1 through its Main
Members of the cast were: Mrs. years, and a member of the Club president and member of the Stu having the task of selecting a man
street, is to consider asking the
ager.
Pauline Hutchinson, taking the for five years.
dent Council, her sophomore year. I
part of Mrs Brown. Claudia's
Both political parties in Cam State to construct a by-pass around
The salutatorian. Miss Wiley, She has participated in school dra
the community.
mother; Peter Surek a German taking the general course, is a matics, in the one act play this1 den have pretty much selected the
In St. George, voters are asked
houseman and Nancy Stone as a member of the year book staff this year, and her freshman year.
to
approve a budget which includes
German housemaid.
Seventeen will graduate in June dieton's Pilling Station to Ship
year, is president of the class, and
Dorothy Borgerson took the part a member of the Student Council. from Warren high school here, date street including Shibles Lane. Mrs. $6300 for town officers’ salaries and
a $1000 doctor's bonus, plus $3000
I of Madame Daruscka, an opera , also. She played softball her Junior of graduation not set.
John Upham, Main street from
j finger; Danny Frantz the part of
Ship to Wadsworth; Mrs. Albert for the support of the poor.
Tlie school budget totals $27,700,
Welch, Waldsworth street and Kos
j Jerry Seymour, a British writer.
plus
school building Insurance of
suth
street;
Mrs.
Malcolm
Carney,
I and Mrs. Roberta BfSt. Julia NcrI ton, sister to David.
Main street from Wadsworth to $1050 and building repair of *1300
and $2000, plus Interest to apply
Booker, North and Georges.
State manager was Charles
Section B—Miss Alice George, on the Port Clyde School Fund
Grant of the Rockland High fac
Freda I. Hill, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. David Hills is valedictori
an of the class of 1363 at Warren
High school, it is announced by
Edgar Lemke, high school princi
pal
Named as salutatorian is Flora
I A. Wiley, daughter of Mr and Mrs.
i Alford Wiley. Other class part.- are,
I flrst honor essayist. Avis M Gamj rnon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
i Edwin Gammon; second honor esI sayist, Virginia M. Davis, daughI ter of Mr .and Mrs. Maurice Daj vis; third honor essayist, Phyllis
1 Ann Leino daughter of Eino Leiho.
I and the late Thehna Oxton Leino.
! The five honor parts are credited
; with an unusually high four year
I average, Miss Hill's at 96 79; Miss
; Wiley's at 95.4: Miss Gammon’s
at 95.16; Miss Davis' at 92.84; and

IE TOWN MEETINGS MONDAY

THOMASTON RED CROSS WORKERS

ulty while Mrs. Carl Nelson was in
charge of making up the players.
The ticket committee was com
posed of Mrs. Sybil Orne and Mrs.
Ardella Black with Sam Savitt In
charge of publicity.
Alan Grossman was general
chairman of the PTA project with
Mrs. Vera Warner and Mrs. Betty
Gifford in charge of wardrobe
problems. On the properties com
mittee were: Mrs. Jean Epstein,
Mrs. Richard French. Mrs Alan
Gro sman and Mrs. Ruth Dalton.

Mrs. Edna Keyes
Heads Group
To Make i erMain
street 1,0111 sides froni Book•
1
and School to Green street- Mr*

I er and School to Green street; Mrs.
Richard Feyler and Mrs. George
Woodward, Hyler street from Knox
including School street; Miss Leila
Mrs. John Upham. Jr. Mrs. Alfred Clark and Miss Jane Miller. Green
Starr, Mrs. Leila Clark, business street including Ludwig, Mechan
ic and Cross streets; Mrs. Oliver
section. Harold P. Richardson,
Workers in Section A are: Mrs. Hahn, Main street residences from
Corydon Adams,
Oyster River Masonic Temple to Gilchrist street;
road from Pendleton's Filling Sta- Mrs. John Hill. Gay and Dunn
tion; Mrs. Edna Keyes, Pendleton's streets; Mrs. Eva Williamson, lower
Filling Station to South Warreu Gleason street including Roxbury;
bridge; Mrs William Vinal, Pen-IMrs Raymond Spear and Mrs.
__________________ I Bowdoln Grafton, upper Gleason
_ ■ street including Lawrence avenue;

Town Canvass For $989.10 Quota
Workers on the 1953 Red Cross
Fund drive in Thomaston are prepared to start their house to house
canvass. The Thomaston quota is'
$989.10.
'
Following are
the campaign
workers: fund drive chairman. Mrs.
Edna Keyes; treasurer, Richard O.
Elliot; captains, Mrs. Edwin LynchJ

Blanche Pease With Phone Company 35 Years

GAME PARTY TONIGHT

SATURDAY, MARCH 7—3 P. M.

SHOOTERS CHANGE CLUB NAME

J

The man with the puil is might
ier than the man who gets pulled.

EXTRA SPECIAL FIRST FIVE GAMES

Volume 108, Number 29

ceeds Eastern Division Club
I

Speed maniacs are reminded
that man has not yet made a ma
chine fast enough to beat death in
a race.

•9OTTU3JOA1

$5 00 per year
$2 50 six month*

The Rockland Rifle and Pistol Club Suc

bookkeeper.

CHEST X-RAYS FOR ISLANDERS

Volunteer workers for the chest
x-ray survey which will be field at
the Vlnalhaven Town Hall on
Tuesday, March 17 are calling at
every household making appoint
ments for the free chest x-ray.
This survey is being sponsored by
the Community Health Councils of
Vinalhaven and North Haven with
the full co-operation of the other
organizations in the communities.
It Is made possible through the
combined efforts of the Division of
Tuberculosis Control, State Department of Health and welfare,
the Pour County Tuberculo.-is As
sociation and the local groups.
The films are taken free of
charge and each individual x-rayed
reoelves a report of his x-ray. This
survey Is a community project and
everyone is urged to participate.
It is vitally important that all
persons 15 years of age and over
take advantage of this free x-ray.
This is how the x-ray will work.
There is no undressing (men will
remove their coats and women
should wear a plain dress, bloues,
or sweater without ornaments or
large buttons) and the person to

Tendered Dinner

A complimentary dinner for Miss
Frances Hanrahan
was given
Thursday evening at the Thorndike
Hotel by Bicknell Mfg. Co., from
which she retires after 49 years as

Business Asset
Editor of The Oourier-Gazette:—
Shortly after the great fire which
left a prominent section of Main
street looking like the hollow-eyed
skull of a charred skeleton, I wrote
a letter for you which recommend
ed that the architectural graveyard
be transformed Into a beautiful
seaside park for the permanent
enjoyment of all our citizens and
the welcome stranger within our
gates. But I failed to develop my
picture. I merely dropped a few
reeds in the form of short sugges
tions which appear to be lost on
the bare soil of unawakened Inter
est. aside from your editorial
comments.
However, I feel confident that a
public appreciation is latent if any
effort Is made to support It. For
many years the merchants on Main
street have expended large sums
of money to transform the oldfashioned store fronts into bril
liant show cases to display their
attractive goods and fabrics. They
rightly assumed that it was good
business to do this as the throngs
of admiring shoppers show their
approval. But what has the ruck
and rubble of the devastated area
done to the brilliant show-case of
Main street? It has made Main

EIGHT PAGES—5c COPY
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Frances Hanrahan Honored
By Associates Upon Her
Retirement Thursday

Area Into Social and Valuable

t

-miliums leave them there I

WANTED
mow courtesy James A. Moore
Recognizing 35 years service with the Bell Telephone Svstem Miss Blanche L. Pease of Rockland was
the recipient of a diamond pin, presented her Thursday bv John Barnicoat of Augusta, traffic manager of
the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company. Miss Pease, who la a native af Rockland and Is the
supervisor of operators at the local office, has spent all but three and one half years here, working for six
months at San Francisco and for three years at Portland. District Manager Edgar M. Farnsworth and
Chief Operator Christine McKinnon attended the brief ceremony.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

If I had my life to live again, 1
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to tome
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss ot
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
A PRAYER
Give me work to do;
Give me health;
Give me joy in simple things,
Give me an eye for beauty,
A tongue for truth.
A heart that loves.
A mind that reasons.
A sympathy that understands;
Give n>e neither malice nor enyv.
But a true kindness
And a noble common sense;
At the close o£ each day
Section C—Mrs. E. R. Moss, up Give me a book.
per Knox street; Mrs. Carl Swan- And a friend with whom
I can be silent.
holm, lower Knox street; Mrs. Irv
—Selected.
ing Bracy, Brooklyn Heights to
Cushing Line; Miss Helen McLain, j
Thatcher and Caroline streets; j
Mrs. Harvell Ring, Fluker street: I
Rockland Lodge
Mrs. Roy Emerson, Beechwood
street to Henry’s; Mrs. George Hall
NO. 79, A.F.&A.M.
Henry's to town line.
Section D—Mrs. Roger Jameson,'
Special Meeting
Main street from Gilchrist to Pine
TUESDAY, MARCH 10
including Gilchrist; Mrs. Adrtel
Fales, Dwight and Elm streets;
7.30 p. M.
Mrs. William LeVan, Pleasant and
BAKED HAM SUPPER
Fish streets; Mrs. Arthur Harjula,
6.30 p. M.
High street, including Marsh road;
29-it
Mrs. Gordon DeWolfe, Main street
from Pine to Pleasant and Fish;
Mrs. William Daggett, Meadow
road from Broadway apartments to
Morses Corner; Mrs. Arthur Ifemy. Morses Corner to town line.
Harold P. Richardson will contact
the business establishments.

girl to do all types
OF TYPING
Please Call In Person

BICKNELL MFG. CO.

•OCTAL ITEMS
APPRECIATED

Write or Telephoa*
1044 or TT®

The Courier-Gazette
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THE ANT FELL INTO THE SUGAR BOWL
But Disturbed Nobody Least Of All Ah

Hing—Care To See Annie Do

the Curtains?
At the Knox Theatre last week. around the board. We would sit
In a screen travelogue about down and be deftly served by a
Manila, I saw’ a young Chinese young Filipino or Chinese we never
crossing over Jones bridge on his | saw before, pick up a fork we knew
way to the Bscolta and he looked didn't belong to us, and embark
so much like Ah Hing, our Chinese on the destruction of a series of
cook of 30 years ago. it made me dishes we never heard of, and we
never knew, any more than our
hungry
In our little apartment here in guests did. what was coming next.
Rockland where “missie" does the When it was over we filed out and
cooking, "master’ wipes the dishes forgot it.
Where the extra chairs came
and Annie comes in once a week to
look after the floors etc., it is be from, who owned the extra silver
coming increaslnngly hard to re- ' and where we acquired our extra
member that things were not al- houseboys. we didn't Inquire. That
ways like this in our household. was Ah Hing's business and defi
There was a time when both "mas- I nitely not ours. Eventually we
ter" and "missie' were big toads in learned that it was the custom for
our little puddle and had nothing all cooks and houseboys to raid
to do at all. and nothing to say the neighborhood for whatever
either, about what went on in our thay needed at the moment. Thus
domestic establishment. That was it was that I learned not to be
surprised when we were invited out
durinng the reign of Ah Hing.
Boy, how that slant-eyed little to sit down at a friend’s table in
squirt could cook. He could take his home, to find myself eating
a scrawny chicken, a double hand- j with my own table tools, and being
ful of wild rice, some soy sauce served by my own houseboy. It
and a few bamboo shoots and come was the most sensible arrangement
up with a culinary concoction I ever heard of and the least
which looked like nothing on this bothersome for all hands con
earth and tasted wonderful. His j cerned. Furthermore it entailed
specialty was fried neckties, at no extra expense
Being new in the East, we had
least they looked like that—strips
occasion to note a few departures
of pastry tied in a bow knot and
from western conventions in such
decorated with maraschino cherries
dinner parties. Two things were
This followed by mango ice cream
always permissible in tropical table
served in half a cocoanut made up
manners. A lady could scratch
a meal to remember for some time
herself without embarrassment and
I don't know where Ah Hing is
she could delicately pick an ant
now. (He is probably in somebody’s
from the sugar bowl without un
kitchen in or around Manila), but
due excitement on the part of the
he was the pride and joy of our
hostess of the evening. Likewise
household for a year or more back
if a lizard lost his grip on the ceil
in 1923 He came to us in our
ing and dropped on the table, lt
quarters on what is now the air
occasioned little surprise. They
strip on Sangley Point opposite
were friendly little fellows to have
Manila, and the "recommend" he
around the house and they kept
passed me to read would be a nov
the mosquito population down to
elty in the States. It was signed reasonable limits. Also, at odd
by an officer in one of the Armytimes during the meal, an indus
posts we had out there and read trious Filipino servant might
like this:
daintily raise the overhang of the
“Port William McKinley, nineteen table cloth and make vigorously
twenty-three.
This bird. Ah Hing, has cooked with a big squirt gun. This was
not always necessary however, for
here for me
Several long months, and I know occasionally a lady guest would
to my grief.
That he is the smoothest and show up for the party bringing a
pillow case into which she would
crookedist thief
That I ever knew. But he does Jam her feet and skirts w-hen she
know his book.
sat down. During the rainy sea
And though he's a liar, he is a good son when mud was deep, some of
oook."
He handed me this literary mas the men would arrive with their
terpiece gravely (he couldn’t read evening regalia topped off by a
pair of rubber boots and some
English) and I read it with a keen
would even bring a pair of extra
appreciation of what the tropic
white trousers into which they
heat, possibly combined with the
would shift upon arrival. These
inspirational quality of a Scotch
things were all normal accompani
highball or two, could do in the
ments to social life.
way ot producing an understand
The daily routine, to which we
able recommendation.
I hired
finally became accustomed, started
him of course. We learn not to
off in the morning with a war
expect too much out in the East,
dance to greet the rising sun.
and he and Ho. our houseboy. and
While we were still asleep. Ho
Ah Hlng's prime minister, ran our
would Jump on a pair of shredded
domestic establishment for some
cocoanut husks, a little larger than
time, and to suit themselves
dinner plates, and skid across the
I do not suppose that anyone in living room floor waving his arms
Rockland—or anywhere else for to keep his balance. With the skill
that matter—will be vastly inter of long practice, he would execute
ested in what went on in our house a series of curlicues and figure
hold of 30 years ago. nor will they eights to wind up with a slalom
await any revelations on the sub without ever losing a ski. He
ject with bated breath, but just would have a rag. well soaked
because of the number of things in kerosene in each hand,
those two boys of ours could do and when he bumped into a table
wrong and have it turn out right, or chair he would dust them as he
I am going to instance a few de passed, either casually, or like a
tails of Ah Hing’s reign In our windmill, depending on his mood
kitchen, and how he and Ho cut and momentum. We had floors
us down to proper size We never ot wide black walnut boards fast
did understand it and when we j ened down with countersunk brass
gave up trying, that was the key screws and when the ballet was
to our contentment.
over and the floors duly polished
There was a lot of entertaining we took our lives in our hands
on the station and we, of course when we slid out to breakfast.
did our share. Back in Washing
He would be there, smiling, in
ton. D. C. when we gave a dinner a clean white coat and bare feet,
party, lt had entailed frequent and we would eat our papaya and
consultations with the cook re small eggs and drink our black
garding food and service. Out | ooffee, with the "ghekos" chirping
there these consultations produced overhead and the odor of dew
nothing but blank stares. There heavy lemon bushes and burning
was nothing to do but wait and cocoanut husks, coming in through
see what happened and—wonder the screens. Then, twice a week,
of wonders—that was all tha. was Ah Hing would make a ceremoni
oseessarv
ous entrance through the runway
Our guests would arrive. Smiling from his detached kitchen bring
houseboys would serve two kinds of ing his “buy book" for auditing
cocktails and we would go in to In this book every centavo I had
dinner If the party was large we given him to buy groceries was
would find chairs we never knew duly accounted for in a series of
we owned—and didn't—grouped characters I never could under
stand, and didn’t try to. Always
there was "Boy chow," a mixture
of fish, rice and what have you,
which the servants ate. This was
figured at 25 centavos per day
GENERAL ELECTRIC
(12 cents). Another regular entry
WESTINGHOCSE
HAIAJCRAFTER
was "carrometta’ Which representMOTOROLA
And All Other Leading Makes.

TERMS
TO SLIT YOUR BUDGET
The Most Complete Service on
T.V. in Knox County

R. F. CROCKETT
RADIO & ELECTRIC
SERVICE
“Tour T.V. Set Is Only .As Good
As Your Service."
U MECHANIC STREET
CAMDEN. MAINE

38-30

WE WILL BUY
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
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[EDITORIAL]
A LITTLE GIRL AND THE RED CROSS
Seeing yourself on television is a little like meeting your
self in the street. It is a privilege that comes to few persons,
and when one of these is a six-year-old girl, the accom
plishment seems all the more remarkable. The girl in ques
tion is named Susanna Olardina. and when she appeared on
TV she had a rather distinguished partner—the President
of the United States.
Actually, Susanna's television debut symbolized a wonder
even greater than all these—the miracle of life itself. For
this young girl is alive today simply because she has been a
beneficiary of the blood program of the American Red Cross
She suffers from a severe form of anemia, and the transfu
sions she receives—150 of them so far—enable her to lead a
normal life. That was why she was selected to appear on
the Red Cross TV program with the President, and that was
also why she was able to sit in her home later on and enjoy
the filmed program along with the other members of her
family.
>
In opening the Red Cross’ 1953 appeal for *93.000,000
President Eisenhower pointed out that only the American
people could keep the Red Cross operating. They are its
beneficiaries, whether through aid to the soldiers in Korea,
relief to disaster victims, or life-giving blood for little girls
such as Susie Giardlna. Money and blood are needed, alike
today, and local chapters of the Red Cross stand ready to
receive both.

ON ROWING TOGETHER
In both Britain and the United States honest critics of
the other country will usually concede when pressed that the
two are in the same boat. At least in relation to the Russian
menace. Persons occupying the same boat find it wise to
make sure they are rowing in the same direction. That in es
sence is the purpose of the Eden-Butler visit..
For that reason the talks of the British Foreign Minister
and the Chancellor of the Exchequer with Secretaries Dulles
and Humphrey are not expected to produce any formal agree
ments. They will be in fact exploratory, to survey the pros
pects for parallel or Joint action.
Particular attention will be given to long-range co
ordination of economic and monetary policies. A shift from
aid to trade is only part of a larger economic program de
signed to support political and military strategy in the cold
H’ar.
The Churchill and Eisenhower governments have similar
basic attitudes. Both seek fewer governmental restraints
on business, more reliance on freedom of initiative and en
terprise. Both are emphasizing economy and the curbing of
inflation. Both believe that internal monetary stability is the
first step toward freer currency exchange and expanding
world trade. But neither yet knows Just how far the other is
prepared to go, or by what roads, in pursuit of these common
aims.
Much light on the major problems to be discussed in
these talks is furnished by two reports Just Issued by organi
zations of businessmen seeking wise policies One summarizes
a year-long study by the Committee for Economic Develop
ment and the other a policy statement by business executives
of 30 nations released by the International Chamber of Com
merce. Both merit careful examination.
The CED report declares that the “strengthening of
Britain and of Anglo-American co-operation must be the
cornerstone of American foreign policy.” It calls for an end
of stopgap efforts to cure Britain’s economic weaknesses and
outlines long-range remedies One cause of trouble in Britain
is the increased cost of food and raw materials it must im
port. Since 1938 these prices have risen 33 percent more
than British export prices. The report also calls for greater
productivity in Britain and restraint in consumer demands
America’s connections here are these: More investment
of American capital and technical skill abroad would help
cut the prices of raw materials and improve productivity.
Less panic buying of raw materials by the United States would
help stabilize sterling area incomes. And, above all, lowering
of American trade barriers would facilitate a worldwide ex
pansion of trade..
The ICC policy statement is largely devoted to the desira
bility of currency convertibility. It outlines a program for
coordinate action by countries which already have a con
vertible currency and those which must work their way back
to convertibility. This Includes measures to curb inflation
and insure internal stability, plus rapid enlargement of con
vertibility funds and the freeing of foreign exchange markets
But again many of these measures are dependent on an im
provement in the balance of payments—which in turn re
quires more freedom of trade.
Some of these measures appear technical if not abstruse
to the layman. But they have the endorsement of two great
organizations of businessmen, and they are grounded in the
simple common sense which recognizes that the free na
tions. and particularly Britain and America, do occupy the
same boat and must coordinate their economic and monetary
policies.—The Monitor.

ed transportation to and from the
market. This came to 15 oentavos.
Beyond these two regular entries,
the rest, I suppose, was for food
for the family. Where he got it or
what It really cost. I never knew
I would scratch my O. K in his
book and shell out whatever
amount Ah Hing said was neces
sary. If the amount was too high.
I would give him less, and that
constituted our complete financial
arrangements. Once a month I
would pay him his wages of 60
pesos.
Coming home for lunch I would
look first for my mail, and
often I would find it unopened in
the wastebasket. I would know
then that the family had gone
swimming, was out buying some
thing. having their hair done, or
something like that. I would read
the riot act about the mall, get a
“yes sir" in reply and maybe next
day I wouldn’t find my mail at all.
I would ask if anybody had tele
phoned and nobody would know.
If they did know and took a message, invariably lt would be garbled
beyond understanding.
If occa
sionally they got the message right,
they wouldn’t know who sent lt. If
a caller rang the bell wTfen the
family was away, half the time the
houseboy wouldn’t bother to an
swer lt. "More better keep still"
was the irrefutable excuse In this
case.
Somehow we got used to this and
eventually learned how to cope
with lt. Occasionally Ah Hing
would take after Ho with a meat
knife, but I never interfered with
such distractions beyond a push

them in smiling and a question or
order about something else would
"save face’ for both, and the quar
rel would evaporate. Maybe that
night, as a recognition of my un
derstanding. Ah Hing would carve
a couple of uncooked potatoes into
the semblance of doves to decorate
his main dish, and Ho might change
wilted flowers for fresh ones with
out any special orders.
It was the life of Reilly we led
In those days with their afternoon
siestas and a “lavendera" employed
every day and all day washing
and ironing clothes, squatting on
her haunches by the shallow tub
in the back yard or ironing on the
back porch, and it wasn't an ex
pensive one either. When you can
feed a family of five healthy peo
ple. plus three servants, pay the
grocery bill, entertain on a scale
seldom attempted in the States,
buy light tropical clothes which
seldom last over a month or two,
and keep the family bar well
stocked, all on the pay of a lieu
tenant commander In the Navy,
there Isn't much left for any cook
5tea!-which was why I hired
him in the first place.
Now-a-days when I look back
on that life of Oriental ease. I feel
some satisfaction in having experi
enced it, but no envy. It was a
pretty small puddle we were in, and
lt had its drawbacks. We expect
Annie this morning and I think
I'll ask her if she can put on one
of Ho's war dances just for a
change. It might be very enter
taining.
G. H Reed

The person who climbs the high
est in his profession is the one

Thia would brine who Itelpe mother up

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Article From Cosmopolitan Reprinted By
Request—Are the Programs Enter

tainment Or a Menace?
room.
By Evan M. Wylie
j Reprinted from the February, 1953.
Church organizations across the
Cosmopolitan
nation are launching surveys to

Would you tike to live in a place learn the viewing habits of chil
where in one week your family dren and to get parental reactions
would be exposed to 852 major to the TV programs presented dur
crimes, including 167 murders,* as ing childrens hours.
sorted robberies, jail breaks, lynch
Prominent doctors and psychia
ings, dynamitings, saloon brawls trists see in the overemphasis on
and sluggings?
crime dramas on television a grow
These crimes were beamed into ing and dangerously underestimat
Los Angeles homes during one week , ed menace to child health.
of 1952 via television programs, ! Police departments of major U.
Spokesmen for the big television S. cities reported recently to Cos
networks feel that such programs mopolitan the arrests of both
for the most part constitute con adult and youthful offenders who
structive entertainment. But many admitted they picked up their in-1
parents, educators and doctors re spiration and criminal techniques
gard the appaling crime wave reg from crime programs and crime
ularly beamed at 70 million Amer stories. Police officials contended
ican viewers as anything but enter that the programs are undermining
taining.
respect for the law and might
Alarmed parent
and teacher therefore be contributing to the re
groups see the effects of the pro cent increase in Juvenile delinquen
grams in the home and the class-; cy.

a

Almost the only group that seems
completely undisturbed about the
TV crlminals-at-large is the tele
vision industry Itself. Spokesmen
for the big networks insist that
public concern over TV crime and
violence is exaggerated and unwar
ranted. "In our opinion,” said Mrs.
Geraldine Zorbaugh, secretary and
acting general attorney for the
American Broadcasting Company,
"the so-called crime shows broad
cast over our facilities do not im
properly emphasize crime and vio
lence . . . (they) are a part of a
larger category of ’escapist’ litera
ture which many people find re
laxes nervous tension.”
Charles R. Denny, NBC vicepresident, goes even further. “Pro
grams of this type,' he said recent
ly, “can be used to Impress upon
millions of Americans that law
breaking is a sordid business in
which the criminal cannot win . . .
When properly presented. . . (they)
educate against crime and delin
quency ”
But the results of scientific sur
veys made during representative
weeks in 1951 and 1952 reveal a
host of shocking facts about TVs
obsession with crime. One such surveyia study of a week of New York's
TV programs by the National As
sociation of Educational Broadcast
ers was directed by Professor Dal

las W. Smythe of the University of
Illinois. Professor Bmythe’s group
made the following discoveries.
In 1952 crime dramas occupied 15
per cent of the total television time
an Increase of almost 50 per cent
since 1951.
TV drama, as a whole, was satur
ated with violence. More than one
out of every two minutes of its
time was given over to violence.
Nine times out of ten the acts of
violence were committed by man,
making him appear as his own
worst enemy.
Of all children’s programs. 30
per cent were taken up with crime
and Westerns.
Children's programs
had the
most violence. Only one-fourth of
them were presented in a humor
ous context.
Nearly 25 per cent of all TV pro
grams were based in one way or
another on the theme of lawless
ness.
In 85 per cent ot the time, the
agent of violence was not acting in
the enforcement of law and order.
In the crime programs, this was
true nine out of every 10 times.
Professor Smythe prefaced his
study with the comment that it
measured only the quantity and
not the effects of the programs on
the audience.
(Continued on Page Four)
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You may be one of many who for a long, long time have wanted the fops in cooking equipment—
an electric range. If so—wait no longer but save at least $25 on the purchase of any model dur
ing this 60-day limited offer!

There’s no range that compares with an electric for "just right" results, convenience, cleanli
ness. comfort, economy, time-saving, and speed cooking! It’s fops on every count!

Our biggest value is the range illustrated—the L & H Nordale, the biggest *alue in New Eng
land, normally selling at $159.95, but during this Old Range Roundup only $134.95 with your old
range!
This range has everything that you need!

The Biggest Electric Range Value
in New England... L

6-

H NORDaLE

WITH YOUR OLD RANGE ONLY 934”

— Just Look at These Features —
•
•

•

Full size, 37 inches wide.
One-piece “wrap-around” body construction.
Fully porcelain enameled . . . acid-resisting, cooking top
and hackguard.

•

Divided cooking top ... no crowded utensils,

•

All switches on back panel . . . out of children's reach.

•

Monotube surface units, easy to clean, fast, even heat
ing, S units.
Handy cooker, in front, where you want it.

•
•

Automatic oven temperature control.

•

Full size oven, with waist-high broiler and smokeless
broiler pan . .
Fiberglas insulation.

•

Large storage compartment.

Pay Only s1395 down - s550 monthly

CENTRAL
AINE
'O
M
P
A
NY
POWER
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events
(Social and community events
are solicited for tfcis calendar. All
are . free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly
commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted, The decision of
the editor is final.!
March 7—At East Union, March
meeting
of
Knox
Pomona

Grange.

tf

March ft—Colonist Group of Pio
neer Girls will meet with Janice
Bickford on Washington Street,
7 p. m,
March 10—Bowdoin Mieddiebempstera, Bockland High School Au
ditorium, 8 p. m.
March 12—Rockland Extension As
sociation meets in the Farns
worth Museum.
March 12—Showing of "Mr. Texas"
First Baptist Church.
March 13—Rubinstein Club Guest
Evening, Farnsworth Museum.
March 13—Style Show at the Le
gion Home. Benefit Hyde Home
for Crippled Children.
March 15-21—Horticultural Society
Exhibit in Boston
March 17—Brothers' Night at Miri
am Rebekah Lodge, 6.30 p. m.
Odd Fellows’ Hall.
March 18 — Knox-Lincoln Past
Grands and Past Noble Grands
Associations will meet at War
ren, Odd Fellows Hall. 6.30 p m.
March 20—Methebesec Club meets
at Farnsworth Museum Auditori
um at 230 p. m.
March 21—At Waldoboro, Germa
nia Lodge will entertain Dunster
Lodge of Cambridge. Mass., 6.30,
Odd Fellows Hall
March 23—Bed Cross Bloodmobile
will visit Rockland, headquarters
Legion Home. Sponsored by Le
gion and Auxiliary.
March 27—Rubinstein Guest Eve
ning at Farnsworth Building.
March 27—Tyler School P.T.A
Fair.
March 30-April 3—Farm and Home
Week, at the University of
Maine.
April 1—Canton Lafayette, 18. and
Auxiliary will meet, 6.30, Odd
Fellows Hail
April 3—Methebesec Club meets at
Farnsworth Museum Auditorium
at 230 p. m.
April 9-10—Grade school operetta,
Rockland High auditorium.

Mi’-.am Rebekah Lodge will ob
serve “Brothers Night’’ on March
17 Clifford and Eleanor Achorn.
Lloyd and Grace Jameson and Carl
Chaples make up the committee for
the event. Supper and entertain
ment is to be furnished by the
Brothers. They plan to serve a
scallop stew supper at 6.30 p. m„
and for the fun part of the meeting
conduct a Scotch auction. Ail
members attending are urged to
come well prepared, with gifts and
loads of pennies.
The Chapin Class meet Tuesday
night with Mrs. George H. Wood,
66 Taibot avenue.

AT CAMDEN THEATRE

The Rockland Woman’s Club met
Tuesday night at Farnsworth Mu
seum. The evening was spent mak
ing bandages for Cie Cancer So
ciety. The president of the club,
Mrs. Jean Smith presided over a
short business meeting. Mrs. Leni don Jackson, chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee reported
that the card party sponsored by j
the club was very successful. Mrs.
Jackson expressed her apprecia- j
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Most common and sometime
without personal knowledge are- j
those individuals who cannot clear- 5
ly distinguish certain colors, par- j
ticularly red and green.
In lesser afflictions a large num
ber of persons cannot distinguish
red from green but are accurately
conscious of all other colors.
An occulist once told me that
among 100 persons lt would be Im
possible to find them all agreeing
on tlie colors in an oil painting
placed before them, which must as
well apply to what they see in ev
er}- day life.
Where in the pursuits of hunting
would a pair of 100 per cent color
accurate eyes be more advantag
eous than a pair which see distinct
ly but are not so color perfect?
The hunter seeks the deer which
wears neither red or green. A four
legged animal with features not
unlike a calf and often wearing
horns. It’s coat is preponderantly
brown and there is a considerable
amount of white.
I sincerely believe that hunters
who are conscious of any sight af
fliction are more careful in the
woods than the normal sighted
person, for he will hold the think
ing “it might be a man,” where the
faultless eyed hunter will shoot
with the false assurance that his
eyes can’t be wrong.
While I served in the Photo
graphic Division of the U. S Air
force it was most important to de
termine if an observer was color
blind. His qualifications, if other-

shades of each and every color.
During the progress of the war
camouflage came into it’s own and
in actual flight over enemy terri
tory and in practice warfare it be
came known that men with certain
attributes of color blindness were
superior at camouflage detection
than their color conscious com
rades.
There was a reshuffle of wouldbe observers and many a grounded
lad became expert observers and
nhotographers for the U. S. Army
Airforce.
In the colors which our game
animals wea# luring open season
and the myrid of colors and tones
of our autumn woodlands which

That Generation
to Come may
Remcf. in lit I

them. They fed constantly and well
and any feeding fish can be caught.!
Trouble is boys, we just don't j
know how to catch them.
Ted Truebiood writes that the
brown trout has been a thousand
i years "wiseing up," that the brooktrou’, a comparative youngster can
be caught easily because hc hasn’t
had the experience in self preser
vation.
It’s a wonder to me that some of
these “bellyaching" fishermen who
whin? about hard-to-catch browns
■ dont give up the technique of fish| lng and go to the rearing pools at
Pa]enno wdth a dipnet

Catching brooktrout with worms
in a heavily stocked pool where
they can’t get out is considerable
less skillful than “tlddliwinks" and
about as thrilling.

During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

TELS. »H—«24-M
llt-112 LIMEROCK ST,
BOCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

you in both hands, as it were.
“Quick, barmaid. Unlock another
bottle of Sneaky Pete, there's a
four eyed hornpout foolin’ around
my line."

OWL’S HEAD
Marie Nuppula of Burlington,
Wis„ is visiting at IngTaham Hill,
with her mother Mrs. Harold Sol
berg is a patient at Knox Hospital.

Bloodmobile

• that

arrangements

, may

be made

At the regular meeting of Win- Cross office in
slow-Holbrook-Merritt Post Ameri Le uon Home.
can Legion held Thursday evening,

for donations

through thc

Red

Rockland or the

the Post and Ladies Auxiliary were

shown two films on the Red Cross

Blood Collecting Program.
These films gave in picture and

sound the story of how vital blood
is to the wounded and those who
may be the victims of an accident
or major surgery. They also gave
the audience a complete descrip
tion of hew blood is so carefully
tested, typed, processed and stored
until it is finally delivered, either
on the fighting front or for civil
ian nreds.
The experiences of the blood do
nor were shown from the signing
of the Pledge Card, through the
Blood Receiving Center and finally
as one who had done their part to
save a life and proudly wore a pin
to prove it.
The Commander and Chairman
of the Blocd Committee ask ail
Legionnaires receiving a letter and
a pledge form to carefully read the
letter and return the form as soon
as convenient, in order that proper
scheduling may be done.
The Bloodmobile will be at the
Rockland Legion Home Monday,
Marcn 23 to receive the blood do
nations of people in the Rockland
a“rea
Blood
Donor
Campaign
Chairman Murray Whalen states

rOUS FUEL OIL WILL ,

EEYOMD A DOU8T,
KEEP COLD WHERE IT
BELONGS

;

=
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LOCAL ntADCMARKK. !•»

It’s silly to be chilly! See
about ordering our reliable
Fuel Oil ri?ht now. It's the
■ ure wav for heme comfort
even during
the coldest
weather.

so.

D/L COMPANY

OEGHiE-OAYAifiKWuZLt M PARK St.. ROCKHAMV

Small Beagle, spaved female,

to rame of Blondie, has notch
If found or seen

please

TEL. 987-J
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dtooaing J family rv n
mcni, your choice i» n<-’
only for your lifetime, but
for generation* to come. We w.
help you find lasting satbUc’ian
through our wide selection of R«xk
ot Ages family monuments. Each n
backed bv a signed guarantee Io
you, your heirs, or your descendants.

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
3-S-tf
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NAME

• BOYS’ JACKETS, Reg 4.95

< MEN’S HINTING COATS Reg. 14.95 ..................
AIR FORCE JACKETS, Reg 14 95 ................
< Sheepskin Lined LEATHER JACKET, Mouton

O

Collar, Reg. 34.95 ..................... —........................

NOW $2.48
NOW 4.98
NOW 438
NOW 7.48
NOW 7.48

NOW 17.48

Direct Factory
To You.
No Salesmen.
Allowance on Old
! Windows & Doon

ADDRESS

Notice the Beautiful Duro Windows and Door on the
Emerson Home at 142 Camden Street

DURO ALUMINUM FRANCHISE
OPEN FOR COAST AREA

If You Can Sell—You Can't Do Better
SEE ABOVE AD

ALL OTHER WINTER JACKETS IN OCR STORE
ARE REDUCED TO HALF PRICE.

This Offer Good for 10 Days ONLY.

PERSONALIZED HOMES, Inc.

raanwMxt or

J Krt. Il ,dwnu. dl hd
of A«»» monwMtoffti

New Aluminum
Combination
Storm Sash

Without Obligation Please Quote on Duro Aluminum
( ) Door Hood ( 1 Door ( ) Windows ( ) Awnings ( ) Blinds
( ) Roof
( ) Siding

I

TEL. 98
TEL 2151

SAVE
$10.00
Per Window

BOX 316

l^PRICE

OF

ls-a-tf

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, these two effervescent envoys of un
bridled merriment, practice their hilarious antics m Hal Wallis’ brand
new Paramount comet';. “Jhe Stooge." whit h opens next Sunday at the
Strand Theatre. Featured in tbe cast of this ’ 'roario» s Ehn fro ie are
Polly Bergen, Marion Marshall, and Eddie Mayehoff. ‘lhe Stooge” will
continue through W’ednesday night.

lost on Camden Road. Answers

Aii Men's and Boys Winter Jackets

_____

Main Office-Showroom, Thomaston
Manufacturing Plant, East Union

___

mHOMe^AUrY'/

KILROY'S

rv?.......

WARREN
CAMDEN

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

...

MAIMt MAP* - |A»T«OP - CIARANTUP

Chester Brooks

PHONE THOMASTON 175

AT THE STRAND SUN.-MON.-TUES.-WED.

LOST

n

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 70 YEARS

Ambulance Service

gq,? of' a sip here and a
,here proposilion with an lhe attributes Q{ a jjicltey Finn working for

on right ear.
Speaking of Airforce Observers:
here's a story my “buddy’’ Bliss
Blair swears that actually hap
pened. He told it to me in the Utica

Montgomery Clift, Brian Aherne, Anne Baxter in a scene from
“I Confess," an Alfred Hitchcock story.

depot 35 years ago —

salmonoid specie ever released infdown a. pjrate Oay Florida has a
Knox Oounty waters and to uphold bar in 'nis restaurant where you
this statement I call your attention can “toss off” a highball with your
to a number of five pound speci right hand and fish ln Biscayne
mens caught last season along the Bay with your left hand at the
Georges river.
same time.
They were stocked in 1948 and
It's a floating restaurant in
were at that Ume eight inches to j which the ..face on" Iras been reone foot long,
j p]aced by “thg b0]e m the barroom
Now. they didn’t get to be that! f!oor ■■
wise 100 perfect, finally depended ’ large just suJking around the bot- i If anvone catches a fish longer
on his ability to accurately Identi-jtOTn waiting fOr some fisherman to
1E inches "lhe drinks Jre on
ly colors and even the mynd of' drop a ..gob
worms.. in front of;
**

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

BURPEE
Funeral Home

The irresistible, irrepressible team
of Bing C'rosbv and Bob Hope trip
the light fantastic in this Joyful
scene from Paramount's new Tech
nicolor “Road” comedy, “Road To
Bali,” which opens tomorrow at the
Caintlen Theatre. Co-starred with
the two fabulous personalities is
delectable Dorothy Lamour.

On leave and obviously enjoying
himself in the city was a cocky
, ,, ser,.ean,
‘ ste ),nn,
a iower sjde Iunch
blep,p‘n’ »to a ower siae iunen
iiuoiers registers iw mei viviu room ]ate one nlgbt be found a lltin al1 li°h' con<ii,ions as a strik-1 ye wa[iregg weeping beside a white
ing contrast
alI
encoun.
at
counter
j,ered a[ deer hunting time. I think
"What’s matter kids?” the Sgt,
it's compulsory use would be a big al,-ried
help
would not put an end
f
drafled „ replied the
I’ve been drafted
“mistaken identity" shootings.
lad. “She'a my girl.
Me? Why I wear hunting gar
•Hmmm, nothin' to it," rubbled
ments as near the soft color of the the Sgt. “TeU ’em you want camou
woods as possible and always have. flage detection. All you need is a
Its been predicted that I’ll come good pair of eyes like mine. Why I
out of the woods on a stretcher went from Buck Private to Staff
some day, but there’s thousands of \ Ser„eant in three months ’cause I
hunters who dress as I do that are could tell the real thing when I
still alive and kicking who don’t seen it. But remember you've gotta
believe red hunting clothing is the have a good pair of eyes like mine
answer and statistics to date re to do it. Nothin' to it."
veal that the “red shirts" get
Apparently resenting his boastful
plugged about as often as the neu Intrusion the waitress went behind
tral colors.
the counter and politely asked what
• • • •
he would like.
There appears to be a large num
Jerking his thumb towards a
ber of fishermen around the county shelf of pies nearby he said, “Give
who are opposed to the present pol me a piece of that blackberry pie
icy of stocking brown trout in local over there."
waters.
The little waitress brightened up,
The main objection being (quote) leaned slightly towards the rocky
“that you can’t catch 'em.’
customer and smiling sweetly she
The true interpretation of that said, “Sorry Sergeant, but when
quote in factual English is: "the the flys is off’n that pie it’s cus
brown trOut Is no fool,
tard.’
Let me call to your attention that
the brown trout under half decent
vt’ha'd yer know?
conditions is the fastest growing | gee „y the papers that a felIer

A lazy man is willing to do all
the labor saving for the family.
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HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

■

KNOX COUNTY

— TELEVISION —
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thc work period delicious refresh
ments were served by the hostesses,
That vitally important and often make the complete picture we all
Evelyn Goodnow. Gertrude Moffet,
must hunt in, it would Indeed be
Hilma Bradstieet and Ruth Maz revived problem of “man mistaken
surprising but not at all unlikely
zeo.
for deer" in hunting fatalities is
that those afflicted with color
constantly taking an new angles, blindness might even discern a deer
The Legion Drum & Bugle Corps
as hard thinking people strive for or man qUicker and more distinctlias contracted for appearances at
some solution of it’s dreadful an- ' ,y than those who are not
the Veterans of Foreign Wars con
nual toll.
In tbe elaboration of this condivention in June at Bangor and to
Recently in Letourneau s Sports- , {jon bere you may have suspected
play for Beilast’s centennial ob
men Say.” the question of color ; tha{ j lQQ am rgd ana gj.een cojor
servance in August. The unit is
blindness among hunters has been ; bjjnd and mighty sensitive about
under the leadership of Frank i
discussed to some extent.
, jt; but jn near]y a half century in
Bridges, Jr.
Personally I see no chance that j tbe woods I have never seen a deer
Rockland Lodge of Elks will meet j color blindness is related to mis- | that Iooked ,,ke a man but have
Tuesday evening at the Elks taken identity of any of our game > seen some oddlv camouflaged men
. trying f0 look ljte a deer
Home. Regular order of business j species, particularly a deer
-phe conventional red and black
and nomination of officers for the J I am told that the totally color ,
1953-54 term will be on the agenda, j blind person sees all things in jcileckered hunting shirt is like
gj-een and black to me, but I’ve
At 6 30 p. m., a supper featuring [ black and white and the various,
never “bullet-punched" one yet. I
baked sauerkraut and frankfurters shades between the two.
Such an affliction is very rare
say however that the new
will oe served.
and their visual concept’on of all ,.yve
cojor recently developed
things amounts to the sum total j and advocat€d as a safety garment
of a black and white photograph , ,
hunters registers (to met vividMunicipal Court

ing is scheduled for eight o'clock. the i?cused from money he himself
Miss Ruth McBride. Central Maine had earned.
home demonstrator will present the
program. Members on the com
mittee are Charlotte Newhall, Vir
WALDOBORO
ginia Sawyer,
Shirley Bicknell.
MRS. RENA CROWELL
The Rockland Fire Department Georgia Stevens, Pauline Stevens,
Correspondent
answered an alarm at 4.30 a. m., Eleanor Weed. Doris Havener, Flo
Telephone 250
Friday to the home of Dr. Donald rence Leo and Mary Duff.
Brown at 13 Maple street. A record
player had been left on overnight
Johnston E Heskett, grand pat
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston
and shorted, causing heavy smoke riarch of the Grand Encampment I and Loomis Young were in Port
and fumes.
cf Maine, will inspect the Lodge of land Friday
Rockland Encampment IOOF at
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vivian and
The Legion Convention Corpora the regular meeting on March 11. son Brent are passing a week in
tion will meet at the Legion Home The patriarch degree will be con Boston and New York.
Sunday at 3 p. m. State officers of ferred on a class of candidates as
Mrs. Marjorie lives and Mrs Esthe 40<fc8 and state drum corps part of the inspection. Supper will *her Poland were in Portland Mon
competition officials will be pre be served at 6.30 by the Encamp day.
sent. Ladies of the Auxiliary will ment Committee with members of
Mrs. Sanbcrn French will enter
serve luncheon.
the Rebekahs as waitresses All tain the Rai-Shi Club at her home
Encampment members of District Friday afternoon.
The Rockland Junior Women’s
No. 14 are cordially invited to at
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Weeks have
Club will sponsor a Fashion Showtend this meeting and supper. had for house guests. Miss Mary
on March 13. There will also be
Other Grand Officers are expected Callahan of Danvers, Mass, and
a program
Thc proceeds will go j
to be present. The meeting is be Miss Barbara Henry of Salem,
to the Hyde Memorial Home in ing planned by Nestor S. Brown,
Mass
Bath for the wonderful work which D.D.G.P., No. 14.
Mrs. Richard Glidden and chil
Is being done for the crippled chil
dren of Good,'oar, Arik, visiting
dren.
Tickets are now on sale
BORN
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otto
and may be purchased from any
Halpren — At Santa Monica, Hunt.
of thc members of the club. Watch Calif.. Feb 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Cassie Simmons has em
paper for time and place.
29-lt Halpren 'Nancy Howard) of Man ployment in Damariscotta
hattan Beach, Calif . a son—Eric
Medomak Chapter No 69 R.A.M.,
On March 11 the Finnish Ladies Randal
will hold a regular meeting Monday
Guild of the Holy Trinity Lutheran
i night. March 9, with work in the
DIED
Church will serve a home-cooked
Connolly—At Rockland. March 5. Pastmaster degree Refreshments
baked bean supper with hot dogs Mary M. Connolly, wife of Arthur j after the degrees.
at Weymoth Grange hall in Thom Connolly. 95 Rankin street, age 62
Lions Club Meeting
aston.
Supper from 530 p. m years. Funeral Sunday at 2.30 p.m.
At the regular meeting of the Liuntil 7. This is for the benefit of from her residence. 95 Rankin St.
Interment in Achorn Cemetery. ! ons Club on Wednesday night the
church improvement fund—adv.
Allen—At Cooper's Mills. March
Director of the Farnsworth Library
3. Mary Simmons Allen, formerly
of Friendship, age 71 years. Fu | and Museum of Rockland, Wendell
neral services. 2 p. m. Saturday ; S. Hadlock, was the guest speaker.
( ARD OF THANKS
To friend-, relatives, members of from Waltz Funeral Home, Wal His subject was “The Indians That
Burkettville Extension and Trj- doboro. with Rev. E Pender offi i Inhabited Early Maine” on which
County Button Clubs to tell you ciating. Interment in Harbor View j he ts a noted authority.
how much I appreciate your gifts, Cemetery, Friendship.
Smith — At South Freeport,
letters, cards and flowers at this
Mrs. Mary Simmons Allen
4.
Frederick
Harrison
time. They make me very happy. March
Mrs. Mary Simmons Allen, 71,
Smith, formerly of Vinalhaven, age
29'lt
Mrs. Merle Robbins.
| wile o' Wilbert F. Allen, died
63 years.
Leppanen—At Portsmouth. N. H. March 3 at. a nursing home in
IN MEMORIAM
Iii loving memory of my hus March 4. Charles T. Leppanen, hus Coopers Mills after a long illness.
band. Fred W. Miller, who passed band of Lena Hendrickson Leppa She was born at Green Harbor, Nnen, formerly of Long CoVe,
away March 9, 1960
age 60 years. Funeral Sundav at S„ the daughter of Robert and
29*lt
Mra. Fred Miller.
130 from the Davis Funeral Home, Hannah Huskins Burke.
Thomaston.
Interment Seaside
She was a member of the Advent
Cemetery, Tenant's Harbor. Rev. J
Christian Church in Friendship.
Charles MacDonald of Rockland
Surviving are her hu/foand, Wil
officiating.
INSTALLATION and
bert F. Allen, one daughter, Mrs.
Daisy Lee of Friendship; seven
SERVICE
sons. Clayton of Rockland, Ray.
TEL. 492-J or 1682
24-29
Willie, George, Clifton, Lester of
_ _
cry Sunday Friendship, Oscar of Newcastle; 20
grandchildren, six great grandchil
- ------§
bells ring out thc glad news dren. Funeral services will be held
at 2 p. m, Saturday from the Waltz
RUSSELL
of our freedom.
Funeral Home, Waldoboro, with the
Rev. E E. Pender of the Christian
Funeral Home
Church officiating. Interment will
CARL M. STILPHEN
be in the Harbor View cemetery,
LADV ASSISTANT
Friendship.
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around

tion to all who helped in any way. I
The Club voted to give a donation '
to the local Girl Scouts. Following |

Been wondering why the city
Clock in the Baptist Church tower
is out of kilter? City Manager
Farnsworth says that the weather
is to blame and that there is little
that can be done to prevent the
clock stopping until the unit is
glassed in. It seems that driving
rains, followed by freezing weather,
freezes the hands of the time
piece. Inasmuch as the clock is op
erated by an electric motor, the
unit keeps trying to move the
hands against the ice which builds
up with the result that the shaft
turning the hands snaps. This has
happened several times this year,
At Friday morning's session of
Farnsworth commented, and he
recommends that the clock be the Municipal Court, State Police
glassed in to prevent such occur : brought up the case of a juvenile,
| age 16. charged with speeding 60
rences in the future.
j miles per hour on U. S Route 1, in
Knox Lodge IOOF will confer Thomaston. Recorder Alfred Strout
the initiatory degree on a class of found the accused guilty, by plea,
of juvenile delinquency and placed
candidates Monday night.
him into the custody of his mother,
The Rockland Junior Women’s with the recommendation that driClub will meet Tuesday, March 10, 1 vers license be suspended by her.
at the Masonic Temple. The meet j Costs of court, $2.70 were paid by

Fate Thru
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We reserve the right to limit quantities.
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in the sun, In autumn gold the
country in Europe and ten times vide a healthy outlet for children's
A Show Window ing
beeches stand.”
higher than the crime rate of aggressive Impulses and frustra
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
(Continued from Page One)
(Continued from Page Two)
Scandinavia. Every sort of crime ls tions, but a classroom Isn’t sup
To set first a maple and then a
on the increase. National Juvenile- posed to be a clinic, and we teach would welcome the opportunity to beech would provide a beautiful
Labor
Is
Vital
Part
Of
Whole
Oommening
recently
on
the
high
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
are at our "wits' end trying to
American Economic Life incidence of bloodletting on tele court records for tlie years 1948- ers
dump their debris until the ter green picture frame for the sum
counteract
the overstimulation and
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
1951
show
an
increase
of
19
per
vision, the Journal of the American
race ls built without cost to the mer and then a frame of red and
President Eisenhower’s state of
twisted ideas the chUdren get from
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
cent ln child delinquency.
Medical
Association
reminded
its
city. A bull-dozer would level off gold against the blue of the harbor
Adrerttoemento ln this column not to exceed three llneo Inserted
television. We take more guns away
the union message contained two
What effect do TV killings rob
physician readers of a previous
the terrace in short time. Then ln the autumn. Under the trees
•nee for 50 cento, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
from the boys every day. but the
paragraphs on government and la
cento each for each line, half price each additional time used.
study of the reactions of children beries, and criminal violence have
trees could be set next to Main park settees could be placed at
stores keep selling more and more
bor which should be read and re
sufficient distances to accommo
Five small words to a line.
aged six to 16 to movie and radio on viewers? Do they help create
of them because TV crime and street and along Park Place, each date the public. Beyond the set
Special notice! All "blind ada" so called, L e. advertisements
read. The President said, "The de
more criminals and juvenile delin
crimes.
It
showed
that
the
effects
tree
set
at
such
a
distance
as
would
Which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaiette
Western stories make them so
termination of labor policy must
tees on the lawn a broad asphalt
of habitual exposure ranged from quents?
•mee for handling, cost 25 cento additional.
popular. When we talk about a not obstruct the view of the beau
be governed not by the vagaries of
increased nervousness and sleeping
Yes, emphatically
answer a ranch out West, we have to ex tiful harbor and at the same time walk for promenaders could swing
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
political expediency, but by the
disturbances to troublesome dreams prominent psychiatrist, police offi plain to the children over and over form a fine picture frame for the around the distance of Main street
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
firmest principles and convictions.
and a callousness toward those in cers and educators across the na again that many people live and harbor scene. There are lines of a and Park Place and then out
keeping trill be maintained for these ads.
Slanted partisan appeals to Amer
tion. Dr. Frederic Wertham, direct work peacefully on ranches and do poem which was in my school around the front of the terrace.
distress.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
ican workers, spoken as if they were
On the outer edge of the terrace
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining rerular
The Journal asserted. “The cum or of the La Fargtie Clinic and not shoot one another all the time. reader that suggest the trees. The
a group apart, necessitating a spe
embankment, low dwarf shrubs
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
long an outspoken foe of the crime
poem
read:
"The
maples
redden
ulative
effect
of
television
crlmeSaid another, "The chUdren we
cial language and treatment are
could be set beyond the prome
comic books, deplores the fact that
an affront to the fullness of their and-horror programs on the health by its heavy dependence on crime now are teaching have been reared
nade. One or more sets of steps
the
broadcasters.
Apparently
more
of American children has become a
in a background of violence. Their
dignity as American citizens.
on the outer slopes of the embank
stories “such a marvelous medium
people
feel,
as
does
Professor
source
of
mounting
concern
to
par

grandfathers fought in World War
LOST AND FOUND “The truth In matters of labor
FOR SALE
ment would descend to the present
as television is keeping such low
I and their fathers in World War Smythe, that, “the generally vi level of the landing area. The
policy has become obscured In con ents, teachers, and the medical pro company.
olent mood ln which our society
THIS Association has been no
SOFA Bed. used three years, for
fession.
.
.
The
over-all
impression
II.
Now
many
of
their
older
troversies. The vrey meaning of
sale. Very good oondition. Cost tified In writing by the owner of
“There is no doubt,” he declared, brothers are fighting and dying in dwells must be counteracted with combined structure of the terraced
| gained by the monitors from the
new $170, now $85 Television Set, pass book with accounts Nos. 5048 economic freedom as It affects la
"that
crimes of violence among Korea. Does television have to give a more positive, relaxed environ embankment with the present
Emerson console model, mahogany, for seven shares and 8217 for bor has become confused. This mis I majority of television programs for
young people are Increasing. Crime the chUdren more and more vio ment for the child to grow in. Of lower level of the public landing
I
children
was
that
Ufe
is
cheap;
eighteen
shares
in
this
Association,
$150.: 32 HILL ST.
28-31
understanding has provided a cli
would provide the facilities for
that said pass book has been lost
; death, suffering, and brutaUty are stories on radio and in the comics lence in a steady diet of guns, kUl- course the ultimate repsonsibility
POUR 560x17 4-ply Tires for and requests duplicate be issued. mate of opinion favoring the
those who would enjoy sitting on
for
such
an
atmosphere
rests
with
and
now
on
television
are
adding
ings, prison breaks, hand-to-hand
sale, almost new, $35 for the lot, ROCKLAND IOAN AND BUILD growth of governmental paternal subjects of callous Indifference;
the terrace on summer afternoons
fights, car smash-ups and explo the parents. But another place to
or will sell separate. Tubes If de- ING ASSOCIATION, M. E Mont ism In labor relations. This, ten and that judges, lawyers and law fuel to the fire.
break the vicious cycle of constant and watching the moon rise in the
"In all cases of juvenile delin sions?
slred. TEL. 878-M.________ 29-31 gomery, Secretary.
29-S-35 dency, if left uncorrected, could officers are dishonest, imcompetent,
stimuli of violence is in the com evenings over the harbor and also
quency there are immediate causes
i
and
stupid
.
.
.
The
manner
in
NEWFOUNDLAND Dog for sale.
“To present life in such terms is
end only by producing a bureau
munication media.
During the provide the lower landing park for
and remote causes. But we have no
Reg female.
Affectionate pet.
WANTED
to cause confusion and conflict in
cratic despotism. Economic free which crime in these mediums is right to neglect either.
years that the child looks at tele all the festivities that are enjoyed
fond of children.
MADOLYN
brought before the eyes and ears
the mind of the young chUd grop
TURFFS. Washington. Tel. 16-21.
vision he forms the whole set of there.
"It is difficult to explain the ex
YOUNG Girl for baby sitting and dom ls, in fact, the requisite of of American children indicates a
ing toward reality. Surely, with a
20-lt mother's helper wanted.
One greater prosperity for every Amer
firmly held convictions about the
traordinary complacency of adults
As to the business interests con
complete disregard for mental,
little imagination and ingenuity,
world with which he will meet cerned ln this park program. The
HIGH Pressure Hot-water Cop child. Apply In Person, 32 HILL ican who earns his own living.”
to entertainment that day after day
physical
and
social
consequences.
the
TV
programs
could
be
enter

STREET.
29-31
per Tank for sale. 30 gal. capacity.
Here ls a rare combination of
adulthood. The people who are in park would enhance the values of
specializes in exposing children to
taining and less destructive at the
“For its own self interest, the
The FIX-IT SHOP. 138 Camden
WOMAN for general housework statesmanship and plain common
strumental in helping him form the properties on the devastated
crime and violence and sadistic
same time.”
St. Tel. 1091-W
23-31 wanted. Live in or out. TEL. 100 sense. It offers a way to berak the television industry would do well
these opinions—whether they be
acts. The judge who excoriates a
Tenant's
Harbor.
29-31
I
to
acknowledge
the
adverse
medlSays Alice Keith, chairman of parents or TV programmers—have area west of the park on Main
ELECTRIC Incubator. GOO-egg,
pattern of strife that has period
young boy or girl for committing
street. But in the case of Park
and two 260-egg hot water Incu
BABY Sitter wanted, also light ically come near to crippling such I cal and psychological Implications what he terms a horrible crime is the National Academy of Broad a great opportunity and an awe
Place, certain changes would be
bators for sale. C. H. WALES. housework, part-time or full-time.
found
in
many
crime-and-horror
casting
Foundation
Board,
an
out

Cushing. Tel 388-31.
29’31 Write BOX 538, Rockland, giving basic enterprises as the coal In programs . . . and . . . make a sus naive if he is not aware that the spoken proponent of more TV edu some responsibility.”
necessary.
The beautiful park
dustry.
Repeatedly,
both
in
war
youngsters see the same sort of
Parents Must Be On Guard
29-31
south of Park Place would make
THREE 650X18 6-ply Heavy Duty full references.
tained
effort
to
avoid
programing
cational
programs:
“
I
could
get
a
and ln peace, the country has been
thing over and over again on TV
A defender of the network posi the north side of Park Place a
Tires for sale, lots of tread: one
WOMAN wanted for general
shows potentially dangerous to the and movie screens and in comic crowd by murdering someone on
tion, psychiatrist Dr. David Abra- very attractive location for any
660x18 4-plv $35 for the lot, or will housework a few hours each dav; 27 faced with coal shortages while
Madison avenue if my only aim
health of the nation's children."
books.
sell separate.
Tubes If desired. Elm street. TEL. 510-W
hamsen feels that the emphasis j large business establishment that
’27tf politicians end autocratic union
To get the latest thinking on this
TEI.. 878-M.
29-31
"Take the case of the boy of six was to get a crowd. However . . . should be on the home: “Delin might desire to locate here. But
leadership
made
a
synical
game
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
I
could
think
of
more
desirable
subject
Cosmopolitan
recently teen who shot another lad with a
quency cames about through the Park Place would need to be so
EARLY Cut Baled Hay for sale, done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 of labor-government relations A
delivered or at the farm. Tel. Union St.. Orove St. entrance. Tel wicked cycle of strikes, national queried a great many medical and rifle. For two or three hours a day, ways of securing an audience.” She Interplay of various emotional fac
widened as to provide sufficient
declares
that
“
there
is
a
real
rebeleducational
authorities.
Most
806-J. PETER I-T)WARDS.
1680 EVA AMES.__________ 26*31 ization,
it had been drilled into hls mind
tors, of which the emotional cli space for cars and wide sidewalks.
and government-forceo
28-30
■ lion going on against the wrong use
agreed
that
a
moderate
amount
of
on
TV
screens
and
in
comic
books
mate of the home is the most im
NNNXVNWWVNVNWVWVWN; wage Increases have threatened
of the air waves.”
This park program would not
USED Farm Tractors for sale:
portant one ... I have never seen
the jobs of thousands of workers exposure to Westerns and myster that shooting is a common way to
1951 Massev-Harris Pony: John
only be an area of enjoyment for
A Rebellion Against TV Urtme
ies
would
do
the
normal
child
no
settle
arguments.
The
same
thing
WANTED
a
boy
or
a
girl
who
has
committed
a
and the competitive position of the
Deere Model B's 1952. 1951. 1943.
harm. But they saw especially applies to the girl who strangled
Is Miss Keith’s prediction of a crime . . . simply because he read all citizens but it would so increase
1042. 1938. 1937; one L & LA W. OLD CHURCH BENCHES coal industry. This is one exainpk
' real icbe Ilion against the TV crime comic books or watched television the attractiveness of the entire
S. PILLSBURY & SON. Waterville.
of how "the vagaries of political harmful effects in their impact on the infant left in her care because
1 wave accurate?
Main street and draw such as
28-29 I
SPINDLE BACK TYPE.
shows."
expediency” of which the President special types of children and the its crying Interfered with her
semblages of not only our local
So far there is no sign that the
younger age groups.
watching a TV program. She had
But
until
the
day
of
better-bal

ONE-pipe Furnace, complete, for j
spoke
have
worked
against
the
How many dozen would you
All felt that TV crime stories are been taught that violence is the ! networks think so. They continue anced TV programs arrives, parents citizens but outside visitors as to
gale, also a circulating oil Heater, : like to sell right away for $20.00 public Interest.
Priced to sell. I. C. MacBRIDE, each?
potentially much more Injurious simplest solution to any vexing to deny that such a serious situa- who permit their children to pick make it a sound business asset for
11 Fulton St. Tel. 269-JK. 28-30 j
■ tion exists. None has ever shown their own shows and sit for hours our trading center.
than movies, radio, or comic books. problem.
Why not write or phone me
We have in our city literary
SAVE money In comfort with the ' soon while I'm still in a buying f
Attending a movie requires money
“Two boys seal a car and hold up any interest in the Smythe report, before a TV set are guilty of ex
famous Burrowes Rustless Alumi mood.
clubs, art centers and musical as
and the physical effort of leaving a gas station, fatally stabbing the although its findings were gener treme neglect.
WARREN
num Combination Storm Windows
Incidentally there are a lot of
the home, so an average child's ex attendant. Is that so astonishing ally known throughout the indus
As one psychologist put it, “After sociations who are interested in
ALENA L. STARRETT
and Screens, Aluminum Combina people nowadays who consider
try months before its formal pub all, if you have children In the all forms of social culture and im
when
on
TV
and
movie
screens
posure
to
films
tends
to
be
limited
Correspondent
tion Doors. For special price and folding chairs much more de
Telephone 49
terms, phone or see me in person. sirable to use in a hall when
to a few hours a week. Comic books and in thc comics they have seen lication. No network representative house you don't leave a bottle of provement. They can bring their
questioned Prolessor poison on the shelf without taking interest into this proposed imE. T. LONG.
I ever holding a supper or dance.
demand strong imaginary projec this crime dozens of times to the has ever
113 Camden St., Rockland. Tel. 1503 Think it over folks and keep me
accompaniment
of
screeching Smythe or the National Associa precautions.”
' provement.
Albert E Averill.
tion.
Also,
they
must
be
soughtout
27tf
in mind whenever you have any
Philip Sharpe, personal consult
and purchased.
But television, tires and volleys of gunshot? The tion of Educational Broadcasters
antiques
to
sell
—
old
furniture,
ant, of Camden, will be guest
BALED Shavings Ior sale. Tel.'
boys are In JaU. Their families are about the study or requested a copy.
dishes, etc.
PROBATE NOTICES
BUD MacINTOSH. Union 5-32.
speaker at the March meeting of available at a flick of a knob and
A congressional inquiry, begun at
combining visual and audile aspects in despair. The victim is dead. And
27*29 I
STATE OF MAINE
Sell certain real estate situated in
the
Warren
Parent-Teacher
Asso

W. J. FRENCH
into a "live" story, has a greater the purveyors of such entertain the i equest of Representative E. C.
To ail persons Interested in either Friendship and fully described In
ONE TV Antenna for Sale. WIL
ciation
Monday
night
at
7.30
in
the
j
Gathings
of
Arkansas,
who
ex

CAMDEN, ME.
ment grow richer.”
of the estates hereinafter named: said petition, presented by Hadley
LIAM B MURRAY. 48 South St. J HIGH ST.
grade school building. The meet impact on its child audience.
At a Probate Court held at Rock B. Miller of Waldoboro, Guardian.
PHONE 759
Tel. 1543
27-29
To sample the opinions of a pressed alarm over the amount of
TV
Is
More
Likely
To
Arouse
Fear
ing
will
be
held
Monday
night.
In

24-29
land.
ln and for tlie County of
ESTATE MARY D LEWIS, late
crime
fare
being
served
up
on
the
DRY Slabwood stove length, de
Said one psychiatrist, "Television group even closer to the Impact of j television screen in his home. 1 Knox, on the seventeenth day of of Vinalhaven. deceased. First and
stead of the usual Tuesday night,
livered. $10 a l03d. BOB ROGERS.
crime dramas. Cosmopolitan ques
February, ln the year of our Lord Final Account presented for allow
is much more likely to evoke reac
Tel 257-M3.___________ _ ___ 27*29
OIL burners, cleaned, THE FIX- in order Mr. Sharpe may fill the
tioned the heads of the police de I quickly got Itself bogged down in a 1 one thousand nine hundred and ance by James A Lewis, Adminis
Keep your Home warm in winter, IT SHOP, 138 Camden St. Tel. speaking engagement. Host will be tions of fright and anxiety in chii- partments of America's major tel- discussion of low necklines and the fifty-three, and by adjournment trator.
15tf | Roger Teague, and the committee | dren. It's obvious. Tie child Iden vision cities. A few thought that length of beer commercials. But in from day to day from the seven
cool in summer with Johns Man 1091-W.
ESTATE MAUDE K STUART,
ville Rock Wool Insulation. Cuts
IRON,
Steel,
Metal,
Rags
and on refreshments wiU be Mrs. Paul tifies realistically with the charac crime stories had little effect on their final report they stated. “The teenth day of said February. The late of St. George, deceased. Fust
fuel bills ln half.
following
matters
having
been
pre

and Final Account presented for
Batteries wanted MORRIS GOR Dillaway, Mrs Kenneth Reed and ters whq go through terrifying ac their crime rates. The majority felt ] fact that radio and television crime
E. T LONG.
sented for the action thereupon ’
uy Charles L. 6tuart,
DON & SON, 6 Leland St.. Tel ; Mrs. Alden Johnston.
tions right before his own eyes.
programs attempt to show ln their hereinafter Indicated it ls hereby ' allowance
Direct Factory Agent.
that
the
dramas
made
children
Executor.
123-W.
98tf
“Children who are unduly fright
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will meet
113 Camden St. Rocklar.d Tel. 1503
more tolerant of criminals, less re- conclusions that crime does not ORDERED:
ESTATE CAROLINE H STAN
27 tf
That notice thereof be given to ' LEY,
DONT discard your old or Monday night, the following com ened by a story are probably react I spectful of police.
pay, and that the criminal is al
late of Rockland, deceased.
all
persons
interested,
by
causing
,
EARLY cut good quality baled antique furniture. Call. H JOHN mittee appointed for refreshments, ing to latent anxieties planted ln
The police chiefs of Boston, New ways brought to Justice, does not a copy of this order to be published t First and Final Account presented
lay for sale. NEIL RUSSELL NEWMAN for restoring and re Miss
for
allowance
by Irving P. Tuttle,
Athleen Robinson,
Mrs. them by a previous experience in Haven and other cities reported the in the least effect the subcommit three weeks successively in Tlie
Tel
>1. 408
lltf finishing: 48 Masonic St
1106-M
Uf George Martin and Mrs. Fred their own intimate family environ arrests of both adults and chUdren tee’s feelings that crime shows are Oourier-Gazette, a newspaper pub Executor.
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Starrett.
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Area Eastern States Men
At Springfield; Co-op
To Split Million

I

i/mowv
When I started writing this
iJ^Amn 20 weeks ago, I wondered
how soon I would run out or mat
erial. Off hand, lt seemed as tho
ugh I would be hunting pretty hard
for new stuff In a couple of months,
but here I am with so much at hand
that I am wondering what X will
leave out this week. My main pur
pose from the start has been to
keep up with the changes and im
provements which are constanly be
ing made. Due to the large number
of expert opinions being voiced,
some of the information doled out to
poultrymen is very confusing and
contradictory.
For a specific example, let's take
the slogan, a foot to the bird for
toilers up to 12 weeks. The idea
a that if you plan on less space,
you are crowding the birds and will
be sure to have many troubles, in
cluding danger of disease, less
weight at selling time, poorer
feathering, more culls and poorer
feed conversion.
This does not always work out
in practice for there are numerous
factors besides space that enter the
picture. I am not advocating any
thing as drastic as running a flock
at one-half foot to the bird, but I
have an Idea that three-quarters of
a foot can be handled by a good
operator without much additional
trouble. The broiler grower is most
ltjjp-ested in his house profit. It’s
nice to get record weights and con
versions, but after all it is total pro
fit that really counts.
There is definite limit as to how
little space you can allow your
birds. I would advocate a little
experimentation. You might try a
couple hundred extra birds in your
next flock and if that worked all
right keep adding a few each time
until you reach a point where you
feel that you have all the birds
you can handle in a given space. If
you get worried, you can always
sell off some pullets at nine or 10
weeks, to ease things up.
What I am trying to get across
that we poultrymen have some
Igement of our own and can vary
the standards sets up according to
our respective abilities. Most of the
standards are for the average or
below average growers. If you can
run through first class flocks with
three-fourths of a foot why waste
the other one-fourth foot. But if
you need a foot and a half, use it.
As usual I read Frank Reed’s
Broiler Growers Letter with Interest
last week end. My chief criticism is
that, quarterly is not often enough.
What we really need 1s at least a
monthly publication for the Maine
poultry industry even if it cost us
something.
Every time Mr. Reed or others
the Experiment Station come
o' with their arbitrary statements
on sanitation in the middle of the
winter, I develope a slow burn. In
his letter, Mr. Reed states "our
pathologists and disease research
people the very men who have dis
covered and developed the wonder
ful drugs and vaccines which aid
us in combatting disease, are lined
up almost solidly on the side of
sanitation.”
Cleaning out and disinfecting af
ter every brood of broilers seems to
me like a form of insurance and
expense and labor involved is the
premium. There are times when
weather conditions and scarc'ty of
make that premium pretty

S

Iilgh.
I might state here that I do not
believe inselling out a flock and
putting new chicks in the house
without any work.
The following is a quote from G
T. Klein’s page in the current Issue
of the "Co-operative Farmer. If
the litter is used for more than
one brood of chicks, reolace
the litter entirely immediately un
der the chicks. Remove all caked
and damp material in the remain
der of the pen, resurface with onehalf to one inch of fresh lrtter.
Stir and add fresh Utter as need-

cd.”

do not mean that Mr. Klein
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Exchange Report

does not believe in sanitary prac
tices, but he does offer an alter
native plan for those who do not
clean out every time or for some
reason are unable to do so.
It so happens that I use Mr.
Klein’s plan with one addition. I
stir enough superphosphate into the
old litter to kill ammonia fumes.
I clean out thoroughly and disin
fect once a year during warm
weather.
There are exceptions to any plan.
If you have wet conditions in your
pen, there is only one thing to do
—clean out. But I would make a
try at Improving ventilation.
Mr.Reed remarks that it is not
surprising that many growers are
confused. I do not feel confused
I know that I have raised numerous
flocks of broilers according to the
plan outlined by Mr. Klein, but for
some reason or another I have not
had any of the troubles attributed
to old litter.
I have had round worms and
capillaria in my pullets when they
were on comparatively new litter
in a house that had been cleaned
and sprayed with many gallons of
disinfectant.
I did have blackhead in one
broiler flock a couple of years ago.
It was the second flock on old lit
ter. I ran two more flocks on the
same Utter, but no more blackhead
I wiU admit that that did confuse
me a little.
It costs me about $150 to clean
-out, more in the winter and less in
summer. Since I have had no seri
ous trouble or loss, I figure that I
have saved closed to $2000 on my
clean-out bill thus far and every
flock that I put through adds to
that figure. It is pretty hard to
convince me that it is necessary to
clean out after every brood.
It could be possible that our
pathological men are swayed a bit
by the fact that they see so much
disease. It would be interesting to
take a comprehensive census of the
broiler flocks in Maine to see Just
how many birds went through
without serious difficulty on old
litter.
I do not want to convey the im
pression that I am in favor of
slack management. I thoroughly
believe in ample feed and water
space, good ventilation, brooder
heat at the proper temperature,
innoculation for Newcastle, con
stant medication for coccidiosis, etc.
I do not believe that new litter
is a panacea for many of the dis
eases that beset the poultrymen.
But the experts always come up
with sanitation and management
when they face a puzzling disease
such as airsac.
We poultrymen are all hoping
that the bonding bill sponsored by
the Maine Poultry Improvement
Association and presented to the
Legislature by Senator Wilmot Dow
of Waldoboro, will have an early
passage.
This law would require all buyers
of live poultry to post a bond With
the Department of Agriculture be
fore being granted a license. There
have been instances in the past
where buyers have failed and pro
ducers have lost heavily. This new
law would prevent such losses.
Edwin Boggs, W’arren poultryman, has an exceptionally fine
flock of sex-link hens this year.
His 550 March birds have averaged
close to 70 per cent for the past
six months, actually 69 and 7Z10.
During October and November, the
average was 76 per cent with a
peak over 80. That's the best rec
ord I have heard of this season.
Anyone want to tell me about a
better one?
Poultrymen are talking about the
new high energy feeds for growing
pullets and layers. One grain com
pany stole a march by changing
the spelling of high energy a little
and copyrighting the word. Other
firms are trying to get around the
term by using such terms as high
efficiency and low fibre. Competi
tion in poultry feeds is evidently
going to be higher than ever for
a while.
Some of the mash and scratch
feeders are worried for it is predict
ed that v.e are headed for elimina
tion of scratch with only complete
mash available. If the new feed
ing system works out as well as ex
pected, poultrymen are going to
put a lot of extra dollars in their
pockets.

More than 95.000 northeastern
farmers
purchased
$98,077,412
worth of farm production supplies
through Eastern States Farmers'
Exchange in 1952 according to
Herbert A. Hamer who has just
returned from Springfield, Mass.,
wheie he attended the co-opera
tive’s 35th annual meeting. He is
a member of the board of direc
tors of the association which
serves farmers in all the NewEngland
States,
Pennsylvania,
Delaware and Maryland.
After meeting expenses and allo
cating funds for capital purposes,
there remained $1,073 350 which
will be returned to members and
patrons in cash about May 1 in
proportion to their purchases dur
ing the past year.
Many commodity lines showed
increases in distribution during
the past year. Members purchased
822,000 tons of feed for poultry,
dairy herds and other livestock.
115.4C6 tons of fertilizer, 16,259,496
pounds of field seeds and sev
eral million dollars’ worth of
such supplies as paint, roofing,
lubricants, spray materials and
bags for marketing potatoes and
turkeys.
The association has no dues or
membership fees. Distribution is
handled through 79 warehouses
and more than 400 local represen
tatives, most of whom are farmers,
interested in better farm produc
tion for themselves and their
neighbors.
Also attending the annual meet
ing were: Alonzo Meservey, Ap
pleton; Alfred Harjula, Thomas
ton; Byron Hodgkins, Jefferson;
Howard Sprowl, Winslow's Mills
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brownell
of Hope.

Home Agent Notes
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WASHINGTON

TO THE 4-H CLUBS OF THE UNITED STATES:
You are unitedly dedicated to your inspiring ideal: “Working
Together for World Vnderstanding.” Your membership of more
than two million signifies a mighty force serving this high pur
pose.
Looking to the past, you should find great pride in your achieve
ments in training for responsible citizenship and rural leader
ship. You should feel no less proud of the great contribution
you have made in the production of food and fiber for our
nation.
Looking to tho future, your thoughtful plans promise more than
a year of material success. They promise a time of renewed
learning and renewed dedication to the principles and the prac
tices of intelligent citizenship. So doing, you are constructively
serving your own country and the needs of the free world.
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER.

THE COUNTY AGENT'S CORNER
Dear Farmer:

We had about 65 out to the blue
berry meeting. I didn’t feel that
this was too bad for an afternoon
meeting but I'd feel that there are
some, who were not there, who
could have benefited from the
! meeting.
i Some of those there had not re| celved a notice of the meeting.
Apparently, they had not filled in
any of at least two notices they had
received. If you did not receive a
notice of the meeting; and want
to receive the dust notice which
should be out soon, as well as in
sect and disease notices through
the year, write to me and we will
put you on the list. The address is
Bbx 415, Rockland.
Just because you received liter
ature last year, it is no sign that
you will receive it this year, for
you must sign up for the mailing

,
'
I
j

list. This holds true, of course, for
all our mailing lists. So many peopie move, or change their type of
farming, or for some other reason
must be changed on our mailing
lists that the only way we can
keep reasonably well up to date
is to make a periodic check of what
you want.
Watch your calendar for the next
meeting of the Artificial Breeding
Co-op at North Waldoboro, Tues
day, March 17. There will be a good
dinner as usual.
Then, Friday, March 20, we are
planning farm credit meetings, one
in each county. We hope to have
representatives from the Federal
Land Bank, Production Credit, lo
cal banks and F.H.l. If you need
money, this should be interesting
to you.
Sincerely,
Oil Jaeger

c' WlEEiMIM

All Readers of The
Courier-Gazette Are

Dear Homemaker:—
Our county home management
leader, Mrs. Elsa Kigel, Warren,
has recently returned from a
meeting for county home manage
ment leaders at the University of
Maine on making ironing easier.
The county leaders who received
this training, will now conduct
training classes for local home
management leaders this month in
their respective counties.
Mrs. Kigel will conduct these
training classes for home manage
ment leaders in Knox-Lincoln
Counties, starting Wednesdya, at
the Farnsworth Museum, Rockland
Friday, March 13, at Nobleboro
Grange Hall; Tuesday, March 17
at Huntoon Hill Grange In Wis
casset. These are all day meet
ings starting at 1030 a. m.
Ironing methods, equipment and
Information and use of new
starches and demonstrations will
be the subject of the day. A most
interesting and worthwhile meet
ing.
Keening Dry' Milk
A question frequently asked by
housewives interested in using dry'
milk is how best to keep this
product. Here’s how to store it,
according to the Bureau of Human
Nutrition and Home Economcis,
U. 8. Departmnet of Agriculture:
Store milk powder in a cool dry
place, preferably not warmer than
75 degrees F. It should keep this
way on the shelf several months.
The r.onfat dry milk keeps some
what better than the whole milk
powder.
If you put milk powder in the
refrigerator, transfer it to an air
tight Jar or can.
Whenever dry milk is stored, be
sure the container is tightly cov
ered. Close it right after use. Milk
powder takes up moisture and gets
lumpy if exposed long to air.
Fluid milk made from milk pow
der and water needs to be kept
cool, clean and covered Just like
any othehr fluid milk. Keep in
the refrigerator if not used right
after mixing.
Try this for a dessert recipe:
Cheese Apple Crisp
(serves six)
In a shallow, greased baking pan:
Peel, core and slice 6 large apples,
add U cup water; H teaspoon
lemon Juice. In a bowl mix to
gether X cup sugar,
cup flour.
H teaspoon cinnamon, H teaspoon
salt. Then cut in % cup tablefat.
Stir in % cup grated cheese.
Spread mixture over apples.
Bake in a moderate (350°F) oven
until apples are tender and crust
is crisp—about 30-35 minutes. Cut
Forgetting the past is alright—
in square. Serve with top milk or
but don't forget the future.
custard sauce.
Sincerely,
Winifred Ramsdell,
RUBBER STAMPS
Home Demonstration Agent.
On Order »$

BENSON FARM & HOME SPEAKER

THE WHITE HOUSE

Invited to Send Service
Items for This Column.

Animal In Herbert Hawes’
Herd Sets Record Of
Secretary Of Agriculture Speaks March
23 Quarts Daily
31 At University In One Of First Of
With 573 pounds of butterfat and

Secretary of Agriculture Ezra
Taft Benson will give an address
at the University of Maine dur
ing Farm and Home Week, an
nounces Arthur L. Deering, Dean
of Agriculture at the University.
He will speak on the special pro
gram honoring outstanding farmers
and homemakers on Tuesday eve
ning. March 31. at 730 p. m. Com
plete dates for Farm and Home
Week are Monday to Thurday,
March 30 to April 2.
“This will be Secretary Benson's
first appearance before a Maine
audience, and one of his first pub
lic addresses away from Washing
ton since his appointment as Sec
retary of Agriculture. We feel our
selves highly fortunate that we
have been able to secure a man of

The Timeless Land
The low oily swells made a constant murmuring against the sandy
beach. The constant grinding of

the shells made a thin overtone of
swishing on the lee side of the
little point’s otherwise unbroken line.
On the weather side of the point,
the small round pebbles ground
their eternal cycle, growing smaller
and rounder with the everlasting
wash of the waves. The honeycombed rocks of the great ledge
caught the waters of the incoming
tide, making vast, dull, sucking
sounds as they had always.
The wind, which for the last
twenty- four hours had blown a
gale, was only now dying, and the
great whitecaps still marched down
to the beach, where like a defeated
army they broke and receded, each
gaining a little more of the beach
than had the last before it.
The claybank where the chiefs of
the ages of America-before-thewhite man. slept In eternal

solitude

Behind this across the wild hay

field at a short distance, rose a
green stand of ragged evergreens.
Though them one could se- t e
aforementioned cove on the lee side
And away ac.oss the water the
seal rock, where on sunr.j ays t ,e
frisking animals warmed their sea
chilled bodies, raised it's hump of
barnacle-crusted ledge.
In all this sweeping panorama of
wind, water, rocks, and trees, the
conspicuous absence of any living
thing helped only to emphasize the
balance and utter

Grange Corner

15,816 pounds of milk to her credit,
Seven Tree Dauntless Loudvale,
registered Holstien-Priesian cow
Secretary Benson’s stature on our owned by Herbert A Hawes of Union,
Farm and Home Week program,” has completed a 314-day production
said Dean Deering.
test in official Herd Improvement
Appearing on the same pro
Registry.
gram with Secretary Benson will
be President Arthur A. Hauck, She was milked twice daily and
of the University of Maine, who was eight years three months when
will present certificates of recog she began her testing period. Her
nition to the men and women who record averages approximately 23
are to be honored as outstanding' quarts Of mi)k dally for the period
farmers or homemakers, and Frank ! covered by her test.
W Hussey, of Presque Isle, a trus-( Testing was uspervised by the

Appearances Since Taking Office

was disturbed only occasionally
when a benighted treasure hunter
or wouldbe archaeologist sought to
remove their age-old blanket of sod.

Route. Waldoboro, recently arrived
in Japan and is serving with the
1st Cavalry Division.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Ellen
Collamore of the same address.
Private CollaTore is a graduate of
Waldoboro High School and was a
student at the Technical Drafting
School In Chicago.
He entered the Army last Au
gust and completed his basic train
ing at Indiantown Gap, Pa.

Production Test

au > on

,____ ______
alone
andI unenhanced ht'
by ThP
the ITlft
ma ”
chinations of Man the rebel.

Through the ages it has been this
inrougu Uiv

s

tee of the University. Hussey was University of Maine in cooperation
recently elected president of the with The Holstien-Friesian AssoNatlonal
Cc-operatlve
Council, elation of America.
one of the “Big Four” national
agricultural organizations in the
4-H Doings
United States. His subject will be
"The Key to Rural Progress.” Obed
F Millett, of Palmyra, president Frank Hart Is President Of
of the Maine Extension Associa
Georges Valley Club
tion. will preside.
Appleton
Selma Sherman and Vanessa
All Out Of Reason Moody won ribbons in the table
setting Judging contest held at
------Griffin’s last Saturday.
D 3 ft fl'P fit Of The interior Beverly
The next meeting is planned for
Most Top Heavy With
March 14 when the girls are having
Needless Help
a "pajama party” at the home of
the leader. Mrs. Mary Gurney. Each
California Congressman, Norris
member is to wear pajamas and each
Poulson, has performed a public
girl is making pajamas that day.
service in revealing the top-heavy
Appleton Eo.vs
payroll of bureaucrats which the
Frank Hart was elected president
taxpayers are keeping in the Fed- of the Georges Valley Hustlers at
eral Department of the Interior, their meeting Saturday with the
His 'tudy shoes the prircip’e ad- leader. Mrs. Sheila Hart.
ministrative and poll-y-m?king
Richard Sprowl is vice-president:
positions are staffed by
persons Kendall Moody, secretary; Albert
having an av-rage salary of Sherman, treasurer: Arthur Jackson,
$10832 82. There are "cores of | treasurer.
subordinate positions-w th $’0 000
The club voted to have meetings
salaries. They have such titles the first Saturday of every month
as program coordinator, program and to have refreshments every
development rpecalists, chief of meeting. The meeting is March
community service management, 7 at 2:30.
and executive a'sistant to admin
Hope
, istratjve assistant.
Hope Homemakers voted at their
Commenting on this bureaucra meeting Saturday to have parents
tic monstrosity the Spokesman-Rc- night on March 12 at 7:30 at the
yl€w Qf Spokans
.-The Eu.
home of the Leader. Mrs. Ellen
r,au of
Management even
Ludwig.
h,s an international oo-operation Committees are as follows: sand
offlcer anl the Bureau of Rewiches. Margaret Carr; cocoa. Mrs.
clamat;on_9!so an agency con- Ludwig; cookies. Ann Ludwig; enter
purely w)th dom<;stlc af.
tainment, Helen Mank Mrs. Ludwig
fair —has a foreign activities offl- gave instructions on table setting
wh<j
paid $]0<x>;, a year
at this meeting.
BannevHle Power Administration
Union
ajone ls ^edited with 13 key policy
Travis Brown, secretary of Cogpotions
gan’s Hill 4-H club reported four
| ..-rjiere are au Mrts of planning
more officers elected at their meet
project 0£Q?.sr,, directors and asing last Tuesday as follows: flag
sistant directors of sub-agencies, bearers, Trueman Hilt and Merrill
and of course, numerous chief Orff: sor.g leader. Lincoln Hawes;
council information officers and game leader, Roy Gould. The boys
deputy administrators, all in the voted to have penny collection at
high pay brackets.”
each meeting.
The Department of the Interior
Billy LeMar and Merrill Orff are
and
directing heads have been
on the refreshment committee for
motivating force in, planned
the meeting on March 10.
r
socialization of the electric indus
Rockport
try in the United States. Its projMeg Dietz, secretary of West Side
have
di^gu^ed under all
°
.
Busy Bees reports we practiced how
sorts of fancy titles, but the end
we would have a good meeting for

and remains this way sti.l
A orn Grange
way,
»
Guest Officers’ night was ob Httle The sea still marches, and the «sult
government control of
, Next
aduR
meeta the 4.H
served Wednesday night. The fol clouds still toss on the sea of wind electric power which means gov* demonstrating -a g0od
lowing officers filled the chairs: The Ted e on the weather side still ^ment control of industry in the
me ieugc ui
.... final analysis. That means gov
Master, Lillian Rackliffe of St takes the rolling seas, and the chiefs ernment in business and govern- business meeting
The girls are making Swedish
A3c Patricia A. Weir
George; overseer, Edward Sylves still sleep, mute reminders that this in business is socialism in the UnltWeaving “draw string bags’’ with
a timeless land, that
they who ed gtat^s
ter of Weymouth; lecturer, Car- is
1£ a umetes*
----- -•- the
sam
e
as
it
is
in
Mrs
A 3c Patricia A. Weir, daughter
lived, now lie in sleep, and
instructions by their leader, Mrs
roll Wixson of Penobscot View; once
once iivcu, uv
Russia. Its time to clip the wings ,
.
of Mrs. Lillian McMahon of 354
__
___ ,___ ,
Lillian Clough.
steward, Edward Hastings of Good their gods who are no longer wor- of
a ’’department of socialization”
Broadway, Rockland, is presentlyWill; assistant steward, Charles shipped still rule this bit of land, in our country
MARY’ M. CONNOLLY
training as an Air Force Techni
water, and sky. and will forever
! Grover of Good Will.
Mrs. Mary M. Connolly, 62, of 95
cian at the USAF Technical School
The
above
is
dedicated
whole
Chaplain, Dolly Hastings of
BETTER CONCRETE
Pankin street died Thursday. She
at Wjrren Air Force Base, Wyom
! Good Will; treasurer, Albert Orff heartedly to David Cobb Aiken In
The Extension engineer will be was the wife of Arthur Connolly,
ing, It has been announced by the
the
hope
that
he
may
discover
a
of Acorn; gatekeeper, Laurie __ —.
at a meeting Wednesday in Waldo- steward at the American Legion
Commanding Officer.
Hall at 745 p m to
Young of Acorn; Ceres, Donna Syl love for Maine in all her moos, iX)r;).g
• • • •
Home.
vester of Weymouth; Pomona, just as we have come to love her hold discussions on the making of Mrs. Connolly was born July 31,
Army Cpl. Donald E. Eugley, son
Skipper
Vannah
1953
better concrete in farm construc 1890, at Machiasport, the daughter
Margaret Greeley of Owl’s Head;
of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Eugley,
tion.
Flora, Bertha Hastings of Good
of George and Mary Larrabee
North Waldoboro, is returning to
Wixson;
All farmers, builders and other
Will; lady assistant steward, Es Maine by Russell E.
Gray.
the US. after a tour of duty with
telle Ames of Good Will; pianist, poem, "Faith” by Una Ames. Jokes interested persons are welcome to She is survived by her husband;
the 43d Infantry Division in Ger
by Helen M. Gregory.
attend the meeting which will be one son, Norman V. Pettegrew of
Olive Fales of Good Will.
many.
Quiz: Words made from letters conducted by County Agent Gil Fort Stanton, New Mexico; two
The program consisted of each
A former New England National
guest officer doing one number on in the word, “Shamrock,’’ by Car- Jaeger.
daughters, Mrs. Mary Duff of
Guard outfit, the division went to
-----------------the program. There was also a roll M. Wixson, followed by a |
Rockland and Mrs. Louise French
Europe in October, 1951. and joined
Several
years
back
there
was
... _
South
short play with Lois Delano. Ma poem, by Sister Clark of closing
much talk about the money stand- 01 c!arksvllie- ennthe NATO Army.
Grange.
The
rlon Lain?, Maxine Orff, Elsie Hope
ard—nowadays folks are glad to Als°’ three
... sisters; Mrs. Roxie
Eugley has been serving as a
Chadwick, Janet Curtis taking the thought was by Berla L. Wixson
Libby of Jacksonville, Me.; Mrs.
rifleman in Company D. 172d In
The
next
meeting
will
be
March
get
money
of
any
old
standard.
parts.
Dorotnv McLaughlin of Machiasfantry Regiment.
There will be a social next Wed 19 when the First and Second
port
and Mrs. Grace Sprague of
Politicians
find
that
the
diffi

Before entering the Army he at
Degrees will be conferred and re
nesday night.
culty in buying a newspaper's in Starbird, Me; two brothers; Edgar
tended the University of Maine.
On Tuesday the Ladies’ Degree freshments will be served.
fluence is that the one that can be Gray of Port Chester, N. Y., and
Team will go to East Union to
Arlington Grange
Charles Gray of New York City.
bought has very little influence.
Pvt. Barlin L. Hart, son of Mr
She was a charter member of
work the Third and Fourth De
Past District Deputy Herbert
and Mrs. George Hart of Burkettthe Emblem Club and a member of
grees.
Clark
installed
the
officers
of
Ar|
it
his
been
proven
many
times
vllle, recently arrived in Japan and
llngton Grange Feb. 26. He was that crime does not pay. but many the American Legion Auxiliary.
Penobscot View Grange
is serving with the 1st Cavalry Di
Funeral services will be held
The regular meeting of Penob assisted by Margaret Boynton as individuals have to have the fact
vision.
from the late residence Sunday at
marshal,
Larissa
Clark,
chaplain,
personally
demonstrated.
scot
View
Grange
was
held
Thurs

Private Hart, a heavy weapons
230 p. ra„ with Rev. Charles MonRuby and Geraldine Clark as emb-----------------Infantryman, entered the Army last day evening with Past Master Nor
lem and regalia bearers, George
The average man would much teith oi the Congregational Church
man
Crockett
in
the
chair.
August and completed his basic
The regular form of business Boynton as master and Esther rather be long on the short green officiating. Burial will be in Achoro
training at Indiantown Gap, Pa
cemetery.
than short on the long green.
was carried out with the appoint Hallowell as pianist.
Those Installed were: James
8econd Lt. Darwin J. Adams, Jr. ing of the following committees
Brann. master; Arthur McCurdy,
whose father lives at 15 Willow fcr the ensuing year:
Finance, Carroll M. Wixson. j overseer: Juliette Cloutier, stewstreet, Brooklyn, N. Y„ recentlySAILORS SNUG HARBOR
spent five days in Japan on a rest Charles L. Gregory and Nellie ard; Viola Brann. lecturer; Paul
OF BOSTON
j
Vlgue,
chaplain.
!
Orotton.
and recuperation leave from the 2d
Louis Mullen, gatekeeper; NorH.C.W. commtitee: Una Ames,
Infantry Division In Korea.
A Masid(butrth CharitaUt C»rp9ratie» Cbartnrtd 18^2
A pilot in his unit, Lieutenant ' Mildred Roberts, Nellie Lawton. | man Charles, assistant weward;
Provides a comfortable home for mari’A’
"Ar
Anna
Benson,
Ceres;
Cecile
Mul

Visiting committee: Una Ames.
Adams entered the Army in Sep
nets oow beyond the tea-going tge. Ap
tember 1950 and Joined the 2d last I Carlene Nutt, Helen M. Gregory, len, Pomona; Belle Douglass, lady
plicants must have served 3 years under
Goldie Munro, and Leonard Ames. assistant steward.
September.
the United Stites flag.
Arlington Grange meets the
Legislative Committee: Charles
His wife, Erica, lives at 949 High
second and fourth Wednesdays in
E. Gregory.
A summer vacation is Just as St., Bath.
For full information write LEON M. LITTLE, Pnsidmt
•• • •
cheap as staying at home and en
Committee on youth: Janette month at 8 p. m. Several appllcaP.O. BOX 2J5», BOSTON 7. MASS.
I tions for membership are expected
Pvt. Gilbert W. Collamore, whose Cummings.
tertaining your relatives who are
wife, Winona, lives on the Star
on vacation.
Lecturer’s program: Facts of at the meeting of March 11.
wav

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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seems to be a tendency on the part
of commentators and columnists
Fishermen, Dealers Claim Meat illegal By
to be looking for any indication of
trouble developing between the
Our Standards and Seek Restraints
President and the Congress. That
certainly seemed to be the case in
the mix-up over the ReorganlzaLobstermen and dealers alike are , to Maine's, Massachusetts and New
tion bill. Seme Immediately Jumped
to the conclusion that thu was the concerned over rapidly growing im- York law£
beginning of
of the
the break
break between
between ports
ports of
of Canadian
lobster meat j The attractively packe .
1
Canadian lobster
tins of Canadian meat have
Ident and the Maine Congressional President Eisenhower and Senator whicii. they claim, have CU ! ounce
flooded the markets usually served
Taft. What they overlooked was the
delegation.
market ln Newt0 York
Prior to the jneeting with the fact that Senator Taft had intro- cMaine's
"^n'
the vafor
nt™ vea're Xur« X Te'jS

The highlight of the past month
of the activity of the Maine Con
gressional delegation was iu call
upon President Elsenhower at the
White House on the morning of
Feb. 10. We were very warmly received and the meeting established
a basis for a very friendly and dlrect relationship between the Pres-

News ind Social Itema, Notices and Advertisement! may be aent

or telephoned to______
ICRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. US-3

Wed Co Club
The Wed Co Club will meet
Monday night at the Baptist
Church vestry for a 6 o’clock sup-'
per The committee will be Rev
and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick, Mr
and Mrs. Victor Hills and Mr and |
Mrs. Wilbert Harper There will
be a swap party.
Roaring 20's

Thc Roaring 20's met Thursday
night with Mrs Glenice Burns.
Beechwood street. Present were:
Mrs. Edna Williams. Mrs Betty
Townsend and the hostess, Mrs.
Glenice Burns, Mrs. Edna Wil
liams will entertain the club next
time.
Neighborhood Club

Mrs. Faustina Carney enter
tained the Neighborhood Club
Tuesday night at a card party
Present were Mrs. Anne Carney.
Mrs. Effie Prior. Mrs. Frances Jor
dan and Mrs. Carney. Refresh
ments were served
Cheerful Homemakers
The Cheerful Homemakers met
Thursday afternoon after school
with nine members present, at the
home of their leader, Mrs. Elea

CAMDEN
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

Mrs. P G. Willey has returned
home from Harrisburg. Penn., after
spending several weeks as guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Matthews Willey.
The Monday Club will meet on
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs Nerita Wight. Several mem
bers will take part ln the reading.
The Dandy Lions will meet
Tuesday March 10 at 7.30 at the
home of Mrs. Mildred Ladd ln
Rockport. The co-hostesses will be
Mrs. Virginia Thomas. Mrs. Char
lene Strang, Mrs. Charlotte Upham
and Mrs. Mary Ellen Ross.
The Elm Street Reading Club
will meet with Mrs. Murion Wood,
Monday, March 9.
The Chadavae Club of the Chest
nut Street Baptist Church met
Wednesday evening at the church
with approximately 34 enjoying the
covered dish supper. Following the
meeting Mrs. Cordelia Barnard
showed pictures on her trip to
Hawaii which were greatly enjoyed
The hostesses for the next meeting
will be Mrs. Nema Smith. Mrs. Ru
by Moody, Mrs. Mary Harley and
Miss Frances Dailey.
This Saturday night at 730 p.
m„ the YMCA will hold a square
dance for the 6th, 7th and 8th
grade boys and girls. There will be
a small admission charge. Mrs.
Munroe will be the caller.
Announce Engagement

Mr and Mrs. Herbert Lunt an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Hazel V. Lunt to Frank
D. Ames, Jr„ son of Mrs. James
Lynch.
Miss Lunt will be in the graduat
ing class of 1953 at Camden High
School
Mr. Ames served flve years in

ARTESIAN WELLS

Tel. Dark Hbr. 74-3
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

i

;

Call Out the Riot Squad!

HARTlN^UWiS

LEWIS HERBERT & SON
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
Islesboro

At 8t. Peter's Episcopal Church, are they that dwell ln thy house:
Rev. E O. Kenyon, Rector, Sunday 1 they w’ill be still praising thee. .
services: Parish Communion and o Lord of hosts, blessed Is thee.”
sermon at 9.30; Church School at ; Sunday services at 10.30 and Sun11 a. m. and Evensong at 7 p. m. day School at 11.45; Wednesday
Weekday services: Tuesday, Mass 1 night services at 730.
at 7.30 a. m.; Wednesday. Mass at
....
6 a m.; Thursday, Mass at 8 a. m.
Rev. George H. Wood will preach
and Friday, Mass at 730 a. m.
j the morning sermon tomorrow at
Grange Circle
*‘ *
ill o'clock at the Universalist
The Social Six of the Weymouth
™° 'easl°
K
At St Bernard's Church: Sun- j church. The Church School will President on that Tuesday, I had auced a Reorganization bill spe- ^hlng point
Grange Circle met Wednesday
show Imports from Canada to the
prepared a small one-page brief of clflcally along the lines that Prest- , Ninety per cent of all Canadian
night at the home of Mrs. Clara day services are at 8 and U a m ai^ meet at u with Sam Collins
U. 8., in 1951 and last year. A
the matters which the Maine dele- dent Eisenhower subsequently sta- lobst(,r meat
fresh OT frozen.
Lymburner Plans were made for Daily Mass Is at 6.45 a. m. and Con- j as superintendent. A service of gation desired to discuss with the ted he wanted.
1 shipped from Canada to the United sharp increase may be noted Id
a supper to be held March 31 at fession, Saturday at 330 and 7 ' devotion will be held at 730 Sun1052. The figures were obtained
Many have speculated on when States
illegal
Malne. Massa.
President. I did this because I felt
Weymouth Grange hall. Refresh p. m. Sunday Mass at St. James' | day night with special organ and
Thursday from the Bureau of Sta
m. piano music by Mrs. Nathalie Snow that everyone concerned would get the so-called political honeymoon , cdusetts and New York standards tistics of the Canadian governments of strawberry shortcake, Church, Thomaston, 9 a
much more out of the meeting by will be over. They admit that the o( mcasure according to a lobster- ' men, at Ottawa
sandwiches and coffee were served and 9.30 a. m at the Church of ' and Mrs Dorothy Lawry. Chapin
having such a brief to study a few relations between the President j man and dealer in Rockland who [
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden i Class will meet Tuesday with Mrs
in the candlelight
Canadlan lobster meat shipped
days prior to the meeting. I kept and the Congress are unusually were colnmenting on the situation
•
•
•
•
[
wood
at
66
Talbot
avenue
and
into the U. S. in 1951 totaled, 1,Church News
it
to
one
page
because
I
know
the
good
and
that
we
are
presently
Friday.
The Pratt Memorial Methodist ' -Jiere will be a circle supper Wed815.800 pounds for a value of $2,Mass will be celebrated at St.
a large part of the lobster pronight. Next Sunday, March President likes memorandas limi- in an era of good feeling but they
I 361.470. In 1952, imports weighed
James' Catholic Church Sunday Church will hold Its worship service nesday
15
the
guest
of
the
month
'speaker
'
,ed
»
1
ako
“
“
“
°"
1
“
nt
,
ducing
sections
of
Canada
have
a
~ u
f
‘
I at 10:30 Rev. Merle Conant will
at 9 a. m.
•t
11
«-m Iv> iuri« Alice would Provlde a record for the had a 'political honeymoon with 2 3-8 Inch lobster law for packing.
,a
™„*.
preach
on
the
theme
''Common
at
11
o
’
clock
will
be
Miss
Alice
Services at St John's Episcopal
President of the points of discus-1 Congress for more than four years These small lobsters, of which nine i value 0{ S3’189'313Church Sunday 8 a. m . followed : Religious Ground". Mrs. Austin ’ Harrison of Boston. National Uni- sion at the meeting for his future They recall that President Roose- or 10 are required to make a pound
Both the lobsterman and dealer
by Sunday School. 10 a. m. During Davis will play "March of the Magi” versalist Youth Director.
were more than concerned over the
reference
and
study
for
his
convelt
himself
broke
up
this
"honey1
of
meat,
are
packed
and
shipped
Lent, evensong at 6.30 p. m., fol by Harker, "Elegy'' by Massenet, and !
tacting the departments and agen- , moon" when in 1937 he tried to into markets ordinarily served by situation and were in contact with
At the Congregational Church.
lowed by a picnic supper and an Postlude in D"' by Whiting. The
cies of the Government which have pack the Supreme Court.
. Maine dealers who have to conform Commissioner Robert Dow of the
Maine Department of Sea & Shoi^f
Informal discussion at the Parish choir will sing “The Spirit in our -Rev. Charles R. Montelth. pastor. Jurisdiction over the matters.
j
President
Truman
himself
Hearts" by Shelley. Dante Pavone Third Sunday in Lent will be ob
Hall.
Fisheries to see what could be
In
keeping
with
this
thought,
the
Joyed
an
era
of
good
feeling
for
a
er.ee
on
June
30
of
this
year.
Chair
with worship services at
done to require Canadian shippers
Sunday School 9.45 a. m. at the will present the solo number “To the served
10 45 “and 7 30
"aT 10 45 the choir Prcsident has informed me that while after he went into the White man Dan Reed of the House Ways
Lord
”
by
Gaul.
The
classes
of
the
to conform to the lobster stanBaptist Church, followed by the
will
sing
under
the
direction
of
he
had
copies
of
the
memoran-i
House.
As
a
matter
of
fact,
the
and
Means
Committee
has
taker.
dards of those states into which
morning service 11 o'clock. The Church School will meet at 11
Mrs. EleanorCote Howard
and dum made and Passcd °n 10 a11 lhfl | OaIIuP Po11 recorded that Pres‘- the position that Congress can't
they ship.
preacher will be Rev. Charles L. o’clock. All are invited to remain
cut
coroporate
taxes
on
June
30
the
pastor
will
preach
on
“
The
cognizant
agencies
and
departdent
Truman's
popularity
was
They
commented
that
the
Stevens. Phippsburg. The an for its session. The Youth Fellow
ments
with
his
directions
that
the
,
higher
than
Mr.
Roosevelt
’
s
had
without
cutting
Individual
taxes
on
ship will meet at 5:30 in the vestry Third Word From the Cross." The
amounts of meat Imported from
them, "The King Of Love My
Devotion, business, and a discuss- j annal -one Great Hour of Shar- matters be studied for action and i ever been—that is, the Truman j the same date and has introduced a Canada requires 13.800.000 thous
Shepherd Is," by Shelley. The
sion
will make up the program. The ing” will be observed with a spe report. We were most pleasantly : popularity In the'first few months ' bill to cut individual taxes six and pounds of live lobsters.
Friendly Circle meets Tuesday,
Boy Scouts will meet on Monday cial offering for that cause, with surprised with the detailed knowl- ! of hls tenure as President. Part of j months earlier than the presently | A hearing is scheduled at Au
730 p. m. with Mrs. William C..
night at 7 p. m. in the vestry. The all the major denominations across dge that President Eisenhower had this good feeling toward President scheduled date—on the same date gusta next Wednesday on the pre
Brooks. Dunr. street. Bible Class
discussion group will meet on Tues America Joining ln this emphasis of the matters which we discussed ; Truman was in the belief that he the excess profits tax Is due to ex sent Ma'ne lobster laws which
Thursday, 7 p. m.
with him.
! was
politically
"middle-of-the- pire.
day night at 7:30 with Mrs. Thelma on this date
Church School
both dealers and lobstermen will
Sunday School. 9 46 a. m at thc
Thus far the work of the Maine i road.” But again as President
Chairman Reed agrees that a tax attend. The subject to be discussed
Stanley. The Junior Guild will classes for third graders and over
Baptist Church, followed by the
Congressional
Delegation
has
been
,
Roosevelt
had
done.
President
Trucut could actually result in in will be the proposed increase of
meet on Tuesday night at 7:15 w ith j
g
and jor ^ose younger at
morning service at 11 o'clock.
Sewing will
Cynthia Packard, oewuig
wu. be
»c.
DCY wiI, g0 on „ progTes. more of the nature of laying the man stopped the "political honey- creasing the revenues of the Fed Maine’s legal lobster length by one
Wed Co Club meets Monday night
an inch
foUowed by a social hour. The
s,]pper
seconJ Sunday «round work for acti°n
the va’ i moon"—this time only four months eral Government and therefore I sixteenth
at the church vestry for a 6 o’clock
annual birthday banquet will be Evp Worshlp
will
held rious agencies of the Administra after hc had been in the White help to balance the budget. This
Both men said that more ti.^p
supper.
served by the Woman's Society on at ?30 in the vestry, wdth Mrs tion on matters of interest to the House—when he asked Congress to may not seem possible to you. "But the lobster length increase the inState of Maine and its people. It enact several so-called New Deal Chairman Reed refers to history dustry needs
Thurday night at 6 p. m.. The
legislation which
the Navy and is now employed at choir will rehearse on Friday night Mary Lawry at the piano for the will take some time to get any ac reforms
to support hls contention. He points would prevent the import of lobservice
which
will
feature
hymn
Pratt and Whitney in Connecticut. at 7 o’clock.
Some of the doubters and cynics out that back in the 1920's Andrew ster meat, which by our standards,
singing. Meditation wdll be on tion on these matters and of course
No date is set for the wedding.
•• • •
we will not always be able to ob now are speculating on when Mellon, Republican Secretaary of and those of Massachusetts and
"Aids to Better Discipleship.”
tain the objectives we seek. How President Eisenhower might break the Treasury, pushed through four New York is illegal.
Church News
The Sunday night worship service
Appointments for the week In
Chestnut Street Baptist Church, of the South Thomaston Methodist clude: Monday, the Boy Scout ever. the delegation has done con with Congress and on what issue. tax cuts and that after each of
FREDFRICK H. SMITH
Dr. M. H. Dorr, Jr., minister. Sun Church wtll be held at 7 o'clock. Troop 206 wdll meet at 7 at the siderable spade work and is hope They think that because President these four tax' cuts, business was
day, March 8, 9.30 a. m., Church Rev. Merle S. Conant will preach on church: Wednesday the choir will ful that this work will produce Roosevelt and President Truman better and prosperity increased. He ; Frederick Harrison Smith, aged
broke with Congress that there is observes that people said that it 63. died at his residence in South
School. Church Membership Class. the subject "Common Religious rehearse at the church at 7; and some results.
It is of interest to note that al a good chance that President Eis couldn't be done then just as they Freeport. March 4 He was bom
10.46 a. m., Divine Worship with Ground". The Fourth Quarterly on Thursday the Rounds Group
sermon by the pastor and special Conference will be held on Sunday will play host to the choir at a so though Congress has been in ses enhower will. I think they are are saying it can't be done now and at Vinalhaven Oct. 2, 1889. the son
sion only two months the dele wrong for the simple reason Pres expresses full confidence that what of Frederick Aylward Smith and
music by the choir. Th?re 1s a nur night, March 22, at 7 o'clock. Rev cial evening at the church.
gation has had ten meetings and ident Eisenhower is of an entirely was done then can be done now Francera Evelyn Ewell Smith. He
sery clnss, for children flve years C D. Wentworth will be the preacher
conferred with representatives of i different temperament from either and that taxes can be cu^ before attended the Vir.alha»ven schools
old and younger. This is for the and preside for the transaction of
At the Church of the Nazarene.
convenience of parents who wish to the business.
He was a fish cutter by trade His
Rev. Oakley E. Woodward, pas several groups from Maine and of Mr Roosevelt or Mr. Truman. He is the budget is balanced.
•
•
•
•
j intent more upon persuading peoattend Morning Worship. 6 p. m.,
Frankly, I don’t think that we residence was on the South Free
tor. Sunday services will be as fol the Federal Government.
At
the
First
Baptist
Church
ln
the
Young Peoples Fellowship.
It has been much the same with j pie to do things than demanding will know for some time whether port Road where he had lived
10:30 service Rev. J. Charles Mac lows: Sunday School, 8 45; morn the new Administration in Wash that they do things
or n«J taxes will be cut. I think 23 years Mr. Smith is survived! by
First
Congregational Church,
ing
worship
at
40
45:
N
Y
J
’
S.
at
6
Donald will have as the subject of
ington for President Eisenhower
There are some who feel that Chat it will take three or four one sister, Inez Robinson, Portland
Camden. E. Roy Burchell, minis
hls sermon, "Citizens of the King p m and evening evangelistic serv and his associates have been work the differences between President
ter. Sunday, March 8. Third Sun
months before we get any real in
Funeral services were held at
ice at 7.30. The mid-week prayer
ing very hard at getting indoc Eisenhower and some Members of dication because it will take two or 2.30 Friday afternoon at the Ed
day in Lent. 9.15 a. m., Sunday dom”. This will be the second Sun
day in the "Church Membership I meeting Is Wednesday night at 730.
trinated into their Jobs, ln getting Congress on the Issue of cutting three months for the Appropria mund P Sklllin Funeral Home at
Church School. 10.30 a. m„ Morn
with the goal of
ing Worship. The sermon topic Revival" program
......
.
: Notices for the week of March 8 /organized and getting set on the taxes may lead to the end of the tions Committees to act on the ap 42 Main Street, Freeport. Inter
cent of the church member"The Cross and Me", is the third in 80 per
K
,,, .
at the Littlefield Memorial Baptist work of the Admfhlstration for the current era of good feeling.
propriations requests of the Eisen ment in the Highland Cemetery ln
the Lenten series of “Light From ship attending There will be a Church, Rev. James W. Dagino, next four years President Eisen
President Eisenhower has taken hower Administration. If, after all South Portland. Rev. Nelson Felch
The Cross." A nursery school is prayer period at 10.15. and durinng pastor. Sunday 10.30 a. m. The pas- hower has gone out of hls way to the position that there should not these appropriations requests have officiating.
conducted in the Parish House morning service the nursery will or will conduct the Morning Wor- establish friendly relations with be any tax cutting until the budget been acted on, it is found that tax
during the church hour for the be open for the care of small child- ^p'^rv'ic'e’^d bring’the message Congress and plans to have lunch has been balanced. In view of the es can be cut and still bring in
Fault-finding Is never insincere
convenience of parents of small ren. The Church School will meet "The Christianity of Jesus." There at the White House every member fact that current reports are rather enough revenue to pay for all of —that’s why it Is so hateful.
children who may wish to attend at 12 with Bible study classes for will be special music by th? choir of the Senate and House as soon pessimistic over the prospects of these appropriations, there is a
church ...30 p. m.. Pilgrim Fel j all age groups. The Ambassadors for at the service also a nursery will as he possibly can. This is quite balancing the budget at a time good chance that we will have a ;
lowship. Monday March 9. 8 p. m., Christ meeting at six will be led by be maintained for all small chil an undertaking in itself since it when military expenditures are tax cut.
CLAYT BITLER
Meeting of the Board of Trustees. Carolyn Bray and Joan Duncan, dren. Bible School at 11.45 a. m. means that he will have to enter necessarily high in order to pre
It is my belief that the House :
Wednesday, March 11, 10 a. m., The j A brief meeting for prayer at 7 will Youth Fellowship wtll meet ir. the tain at small luncheons over a long pare our defenses against Com may well pass a tax cut before too 1 Wants to See YOU About
Ladies Circle meets at the Parish | precede "The Gospel Story Hour" at Classes for all ages. 6 p. m.. Baptist period of time 531 Senators and munism, there Is considerable pes long but that the Senate will be
TELEVISION
.
House. 7.30 p. m„ Lenten Vesper i 7:15. In the broadcast period from vestry. 7.15 p. m., Sunday evening Congressmen.
simism about the chances of cut very slow in acting on the matter, i
157-tff
Service. Meditation: “Longinus, a (7:30 to 8:00 music will be by the Hour The Youth Choir will sing,
There is a considerable change ting taxes.
I believe that this is the strategy !
Roman Centurion". 8.15 p. m.. The choir and the male quartet. Mr. old favorite hymn sing, and a brief in the atmosphere in Washington
This, of course, is of vital inter agreed upon by the Republican
Women s Fellowship meets at the MacDonald will begin a series of message by the pastor, “Will We these days and that change eman est to each of us. Unless Congress
leaders in both the House and Sen
Parish House after the Lenten messages on “Seven Immortal Have Feace Now?" Monday 7 p. m.. ates from the desire of President passes further legislation, taxes
ate with President Eisenhower. I
Words,
”
with
the
subject
this
Sun

SUN-MON. TUES.
Vesper Service. The church is open
Colonist group of Pioneer girls wil! Eisenhower to get the Federal Gov will be cut by 1 percent on indi hope by the next ttihe this Month
each day during the week to any day, The Word of Forgiveness” meet with Mrs. Vivian Lord at the ernment on the basis of real team vidual incomes at the end of this
ly
Report
appears
that
I
will
have
‘
one for prayer and meditation The Happy Prayer and Praise home of Janice Bickford. Washing work and to get away from (he
IF YOU
year and the excess profits tax on mors definite information on thia
Meeting will be held on Tuesday ton street. Tuesday, 7.30 p. m.
"Enter, Rest and Pray."
feuding
and
fighting
and
temperai
corporations
will
go
out
of
exi^tpoint
for
you.
KiilW
at 730 and the Junior Ambassa Prayer meeting. Wednesday Ladies
mental, individual performances i
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette dors will meet on Friday at Aid Fellowship supper at the
WHAT
that have so long marked the at- ,
3.30. Several churches in the com Chureh at 6.30 p. m. Thursday 7.30
SUNDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
munity are co-operating in show- p. m., “Mr. Texas" a Billy Graham mosphere in Washington. The.t is ,5
HE
really a friendly feeling between J
j ing of the Billy Graham colored film w,n |je shown at First Baptis*
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis Are Back and Wow!
KNEW-the President and Congress al- 1
( sound film, “Mr. Texas.” which will church. Friday after school the though there have been some minor ?
GAME PARTY
umoq apisdn umoi
6uiujni aj/aqj.
be held ln this church on Thursday pilgrim group of Pioneer Girls will
misunderstandings and mix-ups. I' 5
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT I at 7:30.
meet at the home of Mrs. Norma
think that most Republicans in ! 5
At the
* * * *
Dorman on Warren street Frldav
Congress are very proud of Gener- ! J
The
Holy
Trinity
Lutheran
7J0
p
m
clas8
American Legion Home
Church will conduct services on mee^s with Mrs. Annie Dorman at al Eisenhower as President—ar.d I
MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
DEAR
JERRY
think that quite a few Democrats
Sundays on March 8 and 22 at her home on North Mdin street.
FREE Bus leaves Wood’s Taxi
feel
the
same
way.
•
•
•
•
730
p.
m.
at
the
Weymouth
Station. Winter St, at 7.00 and
WHAT
This political
tranquility in
Grange hall in Thomaston. Rev.
Owl's Head Baptist Chapel Rev
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.
James W Dagino. pastor. Morning Washington has many people puz
Autlo will be pastor
WOULD
Game Starts 730 P. M.
• • • •
Worship Service 9 a. m Pastor zled. Some say that lt Is making
3-S-tf
Are Bock
YOU
“Man" Is the subject of the Les bringing thc sermon. "The Chris Washington a dull place. And there
son-Sermon which will be read in tianity of Jesus." 10.15 Bible
in Town.1
DO?
all Churches of Christ. Scientist School for ali ages Thursday 7.30.
r
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
(
SOCIAL DANCE
on Sunday. March 8. The Golden No Prayer meeting this week all
SOUTH
THOM4STON
Text is taken from the Bbook of folks urged tc attend the film, "Mr
GRANGE HALL
Psalms (Psalms 84:4, 12), “Blessed Texas."
EVERY SATURDAY

nor Clark
Demonstrations of
using the button-holer and making
draw-string bags. There was a
Judging contest. Plans were made
for the square dance which they
are to have Friday. March 13« at
Weymouth Grange hall.

Rev. and Mrs. Leon Elliot. Mis
sionaries, who have Just returned
from India will be guest speakers
at the Pentecostal Church, 8ur.day
at 7 p. tn.
Rev and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick
have returned home after a
month's vacation, when they mo
tored to visit ln Florida and other
States.
The Friendly Circle will meet
Tuesday evening. 730. with Mrs.
William C. Brooks. Dunn street.

CANADIAN LOBSTER MEAT IMPORTS

WASHINGTON LETTER

THOMASTON

VOTE FOR

Dorothy R. Aylward
FOR

TOWN TREASURER

Camden Theatre
Sundays at

3.06-630-8.30

Weekdays
Saturdays

7.00-6.30-8.30
7.00-6.30-8.30

29-lt
nxxxxxnxxxsEsccn

Betty Grable. Dan Dailey

“Call Me Mister”

Plus Gene Autry Western

“Winning Of the-West”
EM ALL!
FILMED IN CANADA'S COIOOFIA 1

*
PACKED WITH
*
» O
GAGS...TUNES...AAU-AAU GIRLS!

2*
x

BOB

coosw
if

oueok tr
ST AIRING

^LAST TLME TODAY, MARCH 7j
^Charlton Heston, Susan Morrowi

Co-sUrrint

I

(THAT’S MY BOY!

E

g
4

in
"THE SAVAGE”
In Technicolor

SUN.-MON.-TUES.
MARCH 8-9-10

S Elizabeth Taylor, Robert Tavlor,2
|Joan Fontaine, George Sanders,^
Finlay Currie in
"IVANHOE"

In Technicolor

FOR TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM THE
POLLS, PHONE THE COFFEE SHOP, CAMDEN 412
THOMAS AYLWAKD. .

Music by the Nor’easters
Donation 50r Evervone Welcome,
29'ltl

$110 CASH NITE

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY—TOPS

Graduate of Camden High School.
Resident of Camden since 1923. Lifelong Democrat.
Experience:
Employed at United Aircraft in Hartford, Conn.,
during World War II;
Formerly employed by Arthur L. Orne, Inc., In
surance Agency in Rockland, Me.
At present is associated with her brother Thomas
C. Aylward at The Coffee Shop. Camden, Maine.

NOW!

wl

Produce! tr, HASPi luOEM) - OincM b, HAL WAtK£S ■ Screonpu, by FRANK BUTIH,
HAl lAH'U ond WIUIAM MOSPOW ■ Nea Soup- Lyrk, by JOHNHf B'JRKl
_
Uutx 0, IAMES VAN HfUSEN • A PANAMOUNT PKTUNE
Jk

PLl'S NEWS—COLOR CARTOON and LOG J.AM!
y-i'k-.u-., .a ad;..

„

EDDIE MAYEHOFF • KT
nnt • raVn&f«Wil#M«w

ioimh

etKUS

IWWI

FNtOF.FINKilHCFFiw
SID SllVtSi • « »«««« ea-

Sunday: Shows at: 3.00—5.06—6.40—8.30
Monday: 7.00—6.30—8.30.

HONEY QUIZ. 6.10

Waonei Bros.

MontgomekyCuft
AnneBaxter
KARLMALDENeftlANAHEfiNE
TODAY—Andie Murphy in

CTRANDW2d
ret 8S2

Biros SATTOD4Y —Bette

k

Davis in “THE STAR”

........................................................ - ....................................... -

“GUNSMOKE”
Color by Technicolor
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 7,1953

The Women’s Mission Circle of
the First Baptist Church met Wed
nesday afternoon for their March
program In the church vestry. In
the absence of the president, the
vice-president, Mrs. Ethelyn Frohock, presided, leading the devo
tional and business period. The
program
concerning
missionary
The Young People of St. Peter's
Mrs. Dorothy Folta has moved
I work among those sick with lepinto the Gonia apartment at 138 Episcopal Church sponsored a very rosy WRS presented by Mlss char.
Union street
successful card party Tuesday eve- , iotte Cook. The effects of the di
ning at the American Legion Home, sease and the medical help given
Walter E. Morse Jr., of the Silsby
The sum of $115 was cleared which ",as described by Mrs. Harriet EmRower Shop was guest speaker at
will be used to redecorate the un-I
True
the trans
the meeting of the W3CS Wednes
forming power of the message of
day night in the Methodist vestry. dercroft. Table prizes were won by chrUt were glyen by
A?nes
He demonstrated many beautiful Mrs. Vera Warner, Mrs. Alfred Youn? Mrs FTan„es sherpr
floral
table
arrangements
and Fredette. Mrs. Bernard Smalley, Ml£s
A voca, duet was syng
made several corsages of rare Mrs. Maynard Ingraham. Mrs. W. i by Mrs Murie, Thumon and Mrs
beauty which was greatly enjoyed T. Paul, Mrs. Ernest Gray, Mrs. [
Ajres
by the group. Mrs. Grace Lurvey Florence Stratton, Mrs. Paul Huber,
_____ •
was in charge of devotions Re- Mrs Ralph E Rackliffe, Mrs. Mae
The next circle supper of the
fresnments were served by Mrs Ivy Cross. Arlene Bisbee, Mrs. Dorothy Women's Society of the Universalist
Chatto. Mrs. Shirley Rollins and Baxter. Mrs. Marguerite Harris,' Church will be held March 11 at 6
Mrs. Mildred Bicod.
Mrs. Beverly
Boothby,
Naomi In the vestry. The committee is as
Rackliff and Mrs. Osca Knight. follows: Mr. and Mrs. Ivy Brack
James A. Brazier A.G.R.. 3. son of The door prizes were awarded to ett, and Mrs. E. C. Boody, co-chair
Mr and Mrs. James M. Brazier, is Mrs. Gertrude Wooster. Mrs. Kath men; Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Bur
a patient at the U. S. Naval Hos erine Akers. Mrs. Joyce Ingraham, gess, Mrs. Pauline Schofield. Mr
pital at Chelsea. Mass.
Mrs. Emily DeLaite and Mrs. and Mrs. Albert Levensaler. Mrs.
Phyllis Anderson. The committee Lenora Cooper. Miss Maude StaMrs. Archie
Eowley returned j included: Mrs. Mary Demetri. Miss'pies. Mrs. Nellie Bird, Mrs. C. E.
home Thursday night after spend Georgia Stevens. Mrs. Betty Econ Daniels. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Diming several days in Boston and omy, Miss Sylvia Adams. Mrs. ick. Miss Therese Smith. Miss
5»>omerville. Mass. In Boston she Priscilla Adams, Miss Betty Adams. Maude Hupper, Mrs. E. O'B. Gonia.
was the guest of her daughter Miss Mrs. Harriet Cowan, Miss Eleanor Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Gillis, Mrs.
Ruth Eowley, R. N., and attended Weed. Mrs. Hazel Rollins. Mrs. Clara Smith, Miss Margaret Robthe Ice Follies with her. In Som Joan Estes, Miss Ellen Sulid.es and inson. Miss Adelaide Holmes, Miss
erville she visited her cousin Miss Miss Pauline Stevens.
Hattie Rankin, Mrs. Mattie Gard
Isabel Harding.
ner, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Orff, Mr.
At its regular meeting Wednes and Mrs. Theodore Strong, Mr.
Miss Janice Brazier, who is a stu day the Congregational Women's and Mrs. Sidney Radcliff.
dent nurse at the Mercy Hospital, Association had the privilege of
The Shakespeare Society will
Portland, left Sunday for three listening to a talk by the Rev.
months affiliation at the Children's Frank Pitman of Belfast. Mr. Pit meet Monday evening at the Sum
Hospital, Washington, D. C. Miss man has travelled recently in mer street home of Mrs. Harriet S.
Brazier is the daughter of Mr. and Europe where he visited several of Frost. The first part of Ceasar and
Mrs. James M. Brazier of this city. the Iron Curtain Countries.
He Cleopatra will be read under the
says that the two main problems of direction of Mrs. Martha Viik.

Engaged
UNION

F-

MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

Social Matters

kXXXXXXYXXXXNXXXAXAAXXXXXXXXX’

western Germany today are hous
ing for their own people and the i
SATURDAY, MARCH 7
necessity of providing for the hun- I
<1
9 to 12 O'clock
dreds of destitute refugees who arc
fleeing East Germany and pouring
"
Salvation Army Hall
.28-29 into the western section. It was an
kXXXXXXXXVXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'i interesting and instructive talk.

RUMMAGE SALE

Mrs. Mabel Peabody of Warren
called on relatives in town Wed
nesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Young, Min
nie Jones. Addie Tenny and Alfre
ds Grotton visited Waldo Pomona1
at Northpoit Tusday night.
Pomona Grang, East Union, con
fers the 3rd and 4th degrees on
two candidates
Tuesday night,
March 10. followed by Harvest
supper.
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Ripley have
moved into their apartment in the
Cunningham building.
Mrs. Jessie Stewart has closed
her h->me and left Wednesday with
her sister and husband Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Demarannille of Seekconk. Mass., where she will visit for
an indefinite time.
Friends of Maynard Iucas are
pleased to learn of a slight im
provement in his condition.

Joan F. Knight
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Knight of

Union are announcing the engage

ment of their daughter, Miss Joan

F. Knight, to Robert Beaudreault,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alexis Beau-

I

dreault of Putnam, Conn.
Miss Knight is a Senior at Union

High School and is valedictorian
of her class.
Mr. Beaudreault attended Rock
land High School and is now em
ployed by Ervin L. Curtis, con
tractor.
No date has been set for the
wedding.

Union P. T. A.
Members Explain Article In
McrrJay’s Warrant On
Hot Lunch Program

The Union PTA held their March
BEADS RESTRUNG
meeting on Thursday night and
BY MRS. DANIELS
discussed seme of th? issues which
At the Laurie, Opp. Post Office
will ccme to a vote at town meeting
Pearl Beads Knotted
on Monday.
Crystal, Gold or Silver Chain
29-S-35
As sponsors of the warrant to
raise $2,000 to equip the kitchen in
the Thompson Memorial Building
so that a hot lunch program may
be started in September of 1963 the
hot lunch committee of the PTA
explained many features of the
' plans.
Many Union taxpayers seem tp
! be under the impression that if the

Of Great Music
on Long-Play Records

; town votes $2,000 for the hot lunch
, program this year they will have
I ’o doth same in future years. This
• All Records Are 10” 33 1-3 ItPlVI LP Records
premise Is false. Under the state
i and national school lunch acts, the J
• Popular Music. Western. Dinner Music,
bot lunch programs as set up in
Spirituals and Many More
new schools of Maine, are self sup’2$ [porting and in many cases profi• Priced So That You Cannot Afford To Miss
table enough to buy replacement
This Sale of Sales For Your Musical En
I equipment and add new equipment.
11
Printed
sheets
showing
the
joyment.
' equipment necessary to start the
• Famous Pontiac Label
: program were distributed to the l
REG. $3.00 VALUE
[ members. The purchase of neces- [
□ P-501
Johann Strauss Waltzes
sary stove, refrigerator, dishes and
\quarellen Vail?—Acceleration Waltz—
□ P-515
Tangos
utensils would be $2,357.65. This fig
Blue Danube—Wine, Women and Song—
La Comparsita—Obsession—Dimlight—
ure is based on a 30 per cent dis-1
Artist’s Life—Tales of the Vienna Woods
Mother—I Want a Sweetheart—
count on school purchases.
□ P-502 Vienna In % Time
Thoughts of You—Always Alive—
An alternate figure of $1582 95 for
Dark Eyes—E! Choclo
Merry Wit’or Waltz—Waltz Dream—
equipment was presented. It would
Skaters Waltz—Cold and Silver—
□ P-P17
Cuban Rhythms
be possible to start the program
Tales From the Vienna Woods
Rhumba Rhapsody—La Paloma
with this fund but it would be more
□ P-503
Russian Gypsy Music
Rhumba Serenade—Ay Ay Ay
difficult for a cook to work with [
Boublitcliki—Songs cf the Bandwrist—
Blue Rhumba—Tom Tom Boogie Man
Troika—I Like Music—Two Guitars—
that set up and it would mean an- I
□ P-520
Let’s Polka
Love Passed—Black Eves—The Garden Gale
other request for funds next year.
Bye
Bye
Baby
Polka
—
□ P-504 Dinner Music
If the $2,000 is voted, the school;
To the Left To the Right—Be Happy Polka—
A Dream of I ove—Dreams—
My Honey Polka—My Wife’s Chirping Voice—
committee and a PTA committee,
On Wings of Song—
Golden Stars Polka—Cherry Polka—
with the present PTA funds, could
None But the Lonely Heart—
Happv Minutes Polka
set up a complete hot lunch pro- '
Calm As the Night—Serenade—
□ P-521
Gay Budapest
gram.
;
I Love Thee—I Love You Truly
Ballad To Beresenyi—Rakoezv’s Song—
□ P-505
Favorite Spirituals
There were several other angles )
Long Long Ago—Starry Night—
There’ll Be a Jubilee—
of this project which were present
Open Your Heart—
Ezekiel Saw the Wheel—
ed. The Thompson Memorial is a
Little Wooden Fence In the Garden—
I Opened My Mouth To the Lord—
My Favorite Star—Honey Open the Door
community building and if the kit
Selah Gospel Train—Precious Memories—
chen is equipped it would be avail
My Dungeon Shook—Joshua—
□ P-522
Songs of Ireland
Down By the Riverside—
able for use for town meeting din
I'll Take You Home Again Kathleen—
□ P-506 Piano Gems
Irish Washer Woman—
ners. annual firemen meetings, al
Wearing cf the Green—
Clair De Ltine—Uebestraum—
umni banquets and such dinners.
Come Bark To Erin—Killamey—
Concerto In A Minor—Minute Waltz—
The income derived from some of
The
Harp
That
Once
Thru
Tara
’
s
Halls
—
Song W’ithout Words—Traumerei—
these meetings could be used for
The Last Rose of Summer, Etc.—
Fantasv Impromptu—Polonaise in A Flat—
upkeep of the rooms.
My Wild Irish Rose
□ P-507 Polka Parade
Under the Maine laws governing
□ P-523
Tenors Wild and Mild
It’s Raining—Clarinet Polka—
hot lunch programs children whose
Music Goes Down Around—Big Trees—
Good Time Polka—Eighty Eight Polka—
parents cannot afford the lunch
Wedding Bells Polka—Guitar Polka—
But Beautiful—Leaping On Lenox—
Ready For Action—Ravin' At the Haven— *
Dzulelda Polka—Domino Dots Polka
charge, usually 18 cents to 25 cents
After Hours Bounce
i per day, must be fed.
□ P-508 Western Songs

Womans Club To Meet
Woman's Community Club meets
Tuesday afternoon. March 10 at 2,
at the Methodist vestry. All mem
bers are urged to be present as im
portant business is to be transact
ed. A program as announced in the
year book will be presented.

Girl

S<-Ollts {

Newslites
girl SCOUT TROOP 11
Girl Scout troep 11 held a skating
party last week at Hosmer's Pond
at the cottage of Mrs. Genie Annis.
Those attending were Joan Scarlott.
Barbara Brazier, Diane Valenta,
Judy Pease, Noni Pease. Betty Will
iamson, Muriel Graham, Helen
Doherty, Judy Marr, Dorinda Coughlin, Mrs. Bertha Daggett and Mrs.
Genie Annis. Transportation was
provided by Mrs. Annis and David
Scarlott,

Health Porta’

*

c

eg

The Porky Mountain Yodelers—
Cactus Sue—The Last Letter—
1 Miss My Swiss—Rj e Whiskey—
Rig Pork Candy Mountain—
A odetin' Mad—Yodel Train

□ P-509

Famous Marches

Officer of the Day—Amrriean Eagle—
Father of Victory—
Stars and Stripes Forever—The Rangers—
De Moiay Commanders—
The Army Air Corps—National Emblem

□ P-510

Old Time Favorites

And tlie Band Plaved On-

East Side West Side— Good Old Summertime
Su'd Lang Fvne—You're a Grand Old Flag—
Yankee Doeti'e Bov—Tbe Band Played On—
I itt'f Annie Rooney

□ P-511

Country Hits

Wabash Cannonball—The Intoxicated RatWreck of the Old '97—
When the Work's All Done—
F’^hth of January—Letter Edged In Blark—
Bahv Sitter—Skip To M'l.ou

□ P-512

Let’s Dance

Tales of the Vienna Woods—Estudiantina—
Pesos trdiente—It’s Raining—Artists Life—
• Golden Slippers—La Pa'oma—I.a Comparsita

□ P 513

The Blue Danube

“ Blue Danube Waltz—Vienna Bon PonsPoses From the South—Vienna BloodMorning Journals

□ P 514

Organ Favorites

Londonderrv Air—The Old Refrain—
Songs My Mother Taught Me—
Over the Sea—Schubert’s Serenade—
Ave Maria

□ P-524

Stephen Foster Melodies

Old Folks At Home—Oh Susanna—
Old Black Joe—O Lemuel—
Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming—
Nellie Bly—Beautiful Dreamer—
Camptown Races—My Old Kentucky Home—
Massa’s In De Cold Cold Ground—
Gentle Annie—I Dream of Jeanie—
Ping the Banjo—Glandv Burk

□ P-525

□ P-527

Continental Cocktail

Obsession—Gypsy Rhapsody—
Song of the Bandurish—Blue Danube—
My Wild Irish Rose—My Rosegarden—
Fiery Czardases—I Love Music

□ P-528

Songs of the West

Trail Drive To Miss.ula—
Roekv Mountain Y odder—

Saddle In the Sky—
P.oeky Mountain Sweetheart—
The Trail Riders Call—Cowboys Lullaby—
The faBst Yodel—Stampede the Outlaw—

□ P-529

Hungarian Gypsy Caravan

Hungarian Gypsy Music

□ P-530

®
Mr. Wiggin distributed copies of
£ the school budget and gave a short

Musette Polkas

Hartford Polka—Norwich Polka—
Eskimo Polka—Twilight Polka—
Village Tavern Polka—
Jolly l umberjack PolkaTom and Jerry Polka—Jelly Hop Polka

Senter- Crane’s
MAIL -AND PHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
RECORD DEPARTMENT—BASEMENT

a nsi'a
a sea s
? dBfl >"•

B’r r ■Bi

Miss Eleanor Wight of Belfast,
student
Laboratory
Technician
through the Bingham Associates
Fund, came to Knox Hospital on
Monday to begin a period of four
months training in practical proeedures under Walter Loker. who is
>n charge of the Laboratory and
X-ray department.

-kcohThe X-ray Technician Society
"'ill h°ki their next meeting on
April 16. A good program is planned
''V President Loker.
—KCOH—

The New England Hospital As
sembly will hold their annual meet
ing in Boston on March 23, 24 and
25.
—KCOH—

The Associated Hospital Service
of Maine will have a membership
drive in Rockland during July.
-KCOH -

Albert Emery, bookkeeper, has
been absent due to illness this past
week. Miss Sarah Maxer has been
substituting in the business office
dunn.v'Mr Emery's absence
—KCOH—

Mrs. Harriet Ellis, has been out
on sick leave for several days this
explanation. There is an article in past week. Mrs. Lettia Duffy has
the annual report to discontinue been relieving.
i£ the sub-primary school In Union.

K Mr. Wiggins does not feel that this

Square Dance Jamboree

Cotton Eyed Joe—Herr Schmidt—
Skip To M’Lou—Em a Married Man—
Double Under and Wagonwheel—
Multiple Step Right Back—Lucy Long—
Marching Through Georgia

z< I
fV !
.
kje i

Ptge Seven

step is right when viewed from educational angles but he stated that
'he issue is up to the taxpayers.
The present time, there are two
sub-primary teachers in Union but
with a smaller enrollment expected
next year only one teacher would
be needed.

The economist who says our
great problem is distribution must
have noticed how much parking
space there is where you don’t
need it.

Always
and
everywhere,
the
chief cause of evil is the reason
able hope of getting away with lt.

MEDDIEBEMPSIERS CONCERT
Intermission
The Meddiebempsters' Concert,
'*&[ will be held March 10 in the High Heilo!
Solo: Swing Down.
' School
Auditorium with these
Art Grove
MA numbers to be presented:
Oh. You Beautiful Doll
/£ [ Sal. Nell and Sue
.Ain't She Sweet
(jjr j Cocaine Bill and Morphine Sue ! Solos: Basin Street Blues.
X'solo: Chicago.
Bob Hinckley and Art Grove
Solo: Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
AW
George Graham
Art Grove
SEiSolo: Manhattan Serenade.
Quitcha Quitcha Quitcha Foolin'
Al Hetherington
&!£olo:
Around
George Jones,
! Solo: Margie.
Bob Forsberg
Art Grove
Solo: Blue Room,
Solo: Mood Indigo,
I
Bill Cal»
Al Hetherington
■L: Dry Bones
Solo: Winter Wonderland,
2/ Solo: Sleep Kentucky Babe.
.*£.
Dave Osgood
Dave Osgood
Solo:
(ffi Dere’s Animals
When Francis Dances With Me,
1 Solo: Dinah (?).
Frank Farrington
Bob Forsberg
Solo:
Imagination.
i Climbin’ Up the Mountain
j’ln My Merry Oldsmoblle,
BiU Cale
[Songs and the Young Man
The Monk

'Ganay Lsiaat* wasMboard zr

Gta.iaye, My La4y U>v»

by

Gladys S. Heistad

You will recall that in my
column of a week ago I expressed
the desire that we might have
heard Rar.d Smith in his concert
of Feb. 19 at Tufts College. I know
this desire must have been In the
thoughts of many In this section
who have come to be so fond of
Rand, so it is most pleasing to re
ceive a letter from Myra H. A
Marshall of Somerville, Mass . tell
ing us about the concert and en
closing a program As Mrs. Mar
shall refers to the program, it
might be well to show this at the

hude. Couperin. Titcomb. Stainer,
and Dupre
Among the speakers
are noted in particular: Th? Rev.
Ralph W. Sockman. D.D.. minister,
Christ Church. Methodist;
the
Very Rev. J. A. Pike. JSD.. Dean,
The Cathedral of St. John the Di
vine; The Rev. Shelton Hale
Bishop, Rector. St. Philips Episco
pal Church; The Rev. Benjamin
F. Farber. D.D. Minister, Fourtli
Presbyterian Church and others.
Many listen with pleasure and
gratification to Dr. Sockman in his
] Sunday morning addresses over the

start so letter and program will
•‘tie" together:
Good Fellows Be Merry,
(“The Peasant Cantata"), Bach
Bois Epais, "Amadis."
Lully
Star Vicino Al Bell 'Idolo.
Ross
Schubert
The Omnipotence.
From Der Liederkrels
Schumann
(Eichendorf),
In Der Frerr.de
Intermezzo
Waldesgespracht
Mondnacht
Schoene Fremde
Chanson Bachique ((Hamlet”
Thomas
She Is Not Fair.
Helm
To My Lady,
Heim
There Shall Be More Joy,
NordhofT
By A Lonelv Forest Pathway.
Oriffes
An Old Song Resung.
GrifTes
Once A Lady Was Here,
Bowles
Hangman,
Enders
Ah. Love, But A Day.
Beach
Song For The Valiant,
Still
Accompanist, Wright Briggs.
Quoting from Mrs. Marshall's
letter:
“Tonight I attended a concert
at Tufts College and listened en
tranced to Rand Smith. I have
heard him marry times but never to
better advantage. I enclose a pro
gram thinking some of the num
bers may be familiar to you and
you may hear his marvelous voice
in imagination.
“Please not the accompanist—
Wright Briggs. I am telling you
he was wonderful! That first number by Bach had such a brilliant
piano part.
He followed every
mood and fancy and never missed
an opportunity to add a dramatic
touch of his own. It is the first
time I ever heard Rand Smith sing
when he had an adequate and ar
tistic acccmpanLt
“I know you would have en
joyed this concert as much as 1
did. All of the numbers In Group
1 were done with masterly perfec
tion. but the entire program war
gorgeous.”
On the program itself Mrs. Mar
shall noted after the Bach num
ber. “An artistic triumph for both
piano and voice" and after the
Schumann cycle "very dramatic.”

NBC network.
And there arc
many here who recall the noble
personally and Impressive knowl
edge of Father Bishop when he
conducted a mission at St. Peter's
Church a little more than a year
ago.
I might add that these Lenten
devotions are being given on Fridays, 5 30 p. m., with music from
5.10 p. m. The musical program
has been arranged by Seth Bing
ham of the Music Faculty of Co
lumbia University, and organist for
the series is George Wm. Volkel,
organist and choirmaster of All
Angels' Episcopal Church.

with David Laurent, baritone and
Louise Moore, pianist.
Lillian comments In her letter:
“The lecture and concert were de
lightful. The Ninety-first Psalm
set to music by Kornitzer is always
enjoyable. The program was quite
varied—"Kaddish.” the equivalent
of the Lord's Prayer In the Chris
tian Church: Honor of the Dead
("El Mole Rach a meem") by
Schabt, and the more popular
music, all were received with en
thusiasm. On the occasions when
I have been invited by friends to
attend Friday evening services or
5-recial celebrations with them, I
have enjoyed the Jewish music
with its sincerity and depth of
feeling.
I . think that "Adonoy
Moloch” is my favorite, although
it is difficult to choose favorites, so
you can well guess that I was de
lighted to see that it was at the
head of today’s program .

Concert Review
Darroll Glenn Delighted the
Audience With Her Fine
Performance

The second Community Concert
given in the Camden Opera House
I Tuesday night presented the gift
violinist. Carroll
[ ed American
Glenn, in an interesting program
embracing works of a varied na
ture from both the classic and
n odem composers
Miss Glenn,
handsomely gcwr.cd in gray, won
her audience bv her gracious per
sonality. ar.d one felt she was
giving cf her best in her art.
The program:
From Wilfred Hobbs of Hope
Mozart
Comes the announcement of the Sonata in A. K.3O5.
Allegro molto.
annual visit of the Metropolitan
Theme with Variations
Opera in Boston, from April 20 to Rondo.
Mozart-Kreisler
April 26. I am very glad to have Concerto in D, Op. 35,
Tchaikovsky
this since advance mail erders are
Allegro Moderato
already being accepted at office?
Car.zonetta: Andante
of the Boston Ooera Association.
Allegro vivacissimo
The
Ox On the Roof,
Ag?nt. 420 Boyiston St . Boston
Darius Milhaud
(Room 215). More detailed infor
Three Waltzes,
mation, particularly as to prices,
Valse B’.uette.
Drigo-Auer
may be obtained by writing to the
From "Billy the Kid," Copland
Wiener Blut,
Strauss-Spa'.ding
foregoing address.
Miss Glenn's outstanding skill, lt
The operas to be presented are:
April 20, La Forza del Destlr.o might be said, is in her technical
(Verdi);
April
21.
'Carmen" grasp. While we may have heard
(Bizet):
April
22.
afternoon, Violinists with more ingratiating
"Aida."
(Verdi),
and
evening tonal color, we have heard few
“Tosca" (Puccinii; April 23. Der with such impressive technique
The way she
, Rosenkavalier' (Strauss); April 24. as she posscses.
the
extremely
difficult
"Cosi fan Tutte” (Mozart); April played
26, afternoon, “Madame Butterfly” Tchaikovsky Concerto could leave
(Puccini) and evening "Rigoletto" no or.e in dcubt of this, and it was
(Verdi); April 26. afternoon. ’Lo undoubtedly this work which stood
out in the program for its superb
hengrin" (Wagner).
Among the singers are noteed: I performance.
Those who do not "go" for th?
Mildred Miller, Richard Tucker.
Leonard Warren. Cesare Siepi. moderns listened to the Milhaud
Blanche Thebcm. Jerome Hines. number with tongue in the cheek
Robert Merrill, Dorothy Kirsten A musical fantasy from the period
in South
Rise Stevens, Astrid Varnay, Ro when Milhaud wa.
berta Peters. Eleanor Steber. Eu America, this work contains so
gene Conley. Jussi Bjoerllr.g. etc. phisticated gaiety with the themes
I have the list of prices which adaptations of ponular tunes of
I will be glad to furnish, also the the day which might be found ir.
Occasionally
individual artists for each opera smart night clubs
However, I am certain the Boston there were glimpses of an enchant
offices os before mentioned will be ing melody—lt was a fascinating
more than glad to supply full in number and Miss Olenn played It
with much style and dash.
From Boston friends comes the formation.
•
• • • •
The Waltz from "Billy the Kid"
announcement of “The Passion Of
Knowing that so many from was beautifully done, with a piainOur Lord,’ according to St. Mat
thew. with the Music of Johann this this section plan to include t;ve apueal, and the "Weiner Blut”
Isabella
Stewart
Gardner Waltz made a brilliant ending for
Sebastian Bach, to be sung by the the
Handel and Haydn Society in Museum in their Boston visits, I the formal program. Miss Gienn.
Symphony Hall. Sunday evening am mo\cd to quote from a letter called back many times, added
March 22. at 8 15. It will be un Just at hand from Lillian Whit several encores, one of which was
the beloved “Caprice Viennols" of
der the direction of Dr Thompson more, formerly of Rockport:
"Oh, if you could have been with Kreisler’s.
Stone, the Society's regular con
Miss Glenn was fortunate In
ductor. and soloists will be: Ruth us at The Fenway last Saturday
Diehl, soprano; Lillian Chookasiar. afternoon, we know that you would possessing an exceptionally gifted
contralto; Charles Curtis, ter.or: have enjoyed every moment of it. accompanist. Claude Chiasson. who
Paul King, baritone, and Douglass Mother has been there so many at all times gave sympathetic and
Biddison. bass. There Vill also be times and observed each object sensitive support for the violinist.
a boy choir and symphony orches individually that they seem as fa His piano group. Valse in F-mtnor
tra. I have a list of prices which miliar to her as though they were (Chopin) and "Fantasy" (SaintI will be glad to give if contacted her own. However, I always see Sarois). delighted his hearers and
In this sublime work, one of the something which I hadn't noticed called beck by Insistent applause,
greatest among all the great works before. I enjoy in particular th? he added a fascinating composition
of sacred music, one meets continu four rooms which are open on of his own. "March." His friendly
ally fresh beauties and new phases weekdays only. Due to the large personality augmented that of
crowds on Sunday afternoons, the Miss Glenn so the two combined to
of expression; the wandering at
tention is excited at almost every |
of maintenance, etc
afford unusual enjoyment to the
step by rare and exquisite sur three of the downstairs rooms and large audience, which showed in
prises both in musical Idea and one of the very interesting hall its close attention and enthusiastic
in form. It is full of living scenes ways and the chapel with the applause its appreciation.
lovely colored gla s windows are
The final concert of the Series
of stirring vivid character-paint
ing. While the text dwells upon ways and the chaPel wlth the takes place on April 30, when the
famous DePaur Infantry Chorus
details of physical pain and sac closed on Sunday.
will be presented at the Community
“
As
for
the
garden,
it
is
the
rifice. the music lifts one where the
physical brings out the heart of loveliest we have ever seen it. One Building—by Gladys St. C. Heistad
the tragedy and causes the spirit to of the guides told us that they ar
shine through it. It Is a divine ranged lt slightly different this
ROCKPORT
and cheering Interpreter of sor time, and the}' certainly had out
Sylvia Brown Honored
The Italian
row. of Christ's wounded love for done themseives.
Sylvia J. Brown has been chosen
man. and sings the spiritual vic Court garden has always been a
by her classmates and teachers to
noted
place
of
splendor
In
Boston
tory
Incidentally this is the 138th and 11 wlI! certainly hold Its repu- represent the Macduffle School for
year of the Handel and Haydn tatlon' T*1' whi,S' Pink- and Ptak Girls of Springfield, at the annual
Student Legislature to be held in
Society, and the presentation on j and white camellias in contrast
March 22 is under the auspices of vrtth th(' PurPle o! th* orehids Boston. March 13. She will act In
the role of Senator. Student Legis
the
Massachusetts
Membership were something out of fairyland
lature is sponsored by MassachuThe
nasturtiums
hanging
from
the
Committee of the National Cath
sett Civic League
third
floor
balcony
were
lovely
as
edral Association.
always at this time of the year. I
• • • •
From a New York friend comes stood on the balcony beside the
announcement
of
the
Lenten huge plant pots which housed
Series being presented in Town these immense plants, looking down
Hall in co-operation with the Pro the long rows of blossom covered
testant Council of the City of New- stems, and it was an impressive
York. Based on the Seven Last sight, indeed"
Lillian enclosed a program of
Words: “Father, forgive them."
“Today Thou shall be with Me,” the lecture and concert given at
"Woman. Behold Thy son!” "My the Boston Museum of Fine Arts
God. My God." "I Thirst.” "It is on March 1, the former on "Early
and "Father. Into Thy American Jewish Portraits" by

Hands."—the series embraces eml- Hannah London Siegel. Author and
nent speakers and_ well-known, Lecturer, having bearing on the
soloists the music not being from exhibit of Jewish portraits and *rthe familiar Dubois setting of the tides now being shown at the MuSeven Last Words but from the seum. and the music was "Re
works _ot__Brahius. B*ch, Bivkte- i jl«iouk end iltddar Jewttti Muaif
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STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson

Above appears Captain Ilunton's beloved Boothbay coming into head of the dock at Sargentville, shut off, but not yet with engines reversed Bocthbay cut the water with scarcely a ripple. At
the eastern slip the Maine Central's Pemaquid was just blowing her "leaving whistle" as a dock boy
stands by to cast off. Proof that these boats were well run is giver, by Ihe faint breath of smoke
from their stacks, indicating perfect combustion of fuel. This must have been Captain Wescott who
had the Pemaquid for she has had ber new boiler in.stal.ed as shown by the position of the stack.
This could have been in the regime of Captain Grover. It is interesting to note that both these
steamers are in service today, though their steam plants have been replaced by more economical
diesels. Pemaquid re'ains her own name but Boothbay is called Liberty and runs to the Statue of
Liberty. Photo courtesy Capt. Georce H. Barbour.

Art Of Fnltk
VZl I OITfl

op*™1® 071

8,m* ch*n<*
a busl; nMA
ness hnAls.
basis, withmit
without the artrtdxH
added Tirol.
pres
sures of unnecessarily rigid restric
The Nation's Railroads Are tions or of government-aided com
petition.”
Doing Their Part At
The railroads have done and are
Great Expense
doing a magnificent and essential
Harper's Magazine has been Job in the national interest. They
carrying a series of ’’Public Inter ask nothing ln return save fair and
est Advertisements," each
of equitable treatment.
which runs to several full pages.
SOCIAL
A late one was written by Wil Head Of Household
liam T. Farley, president of the As
SECURITY
sociation of American Railroads Term Does Not Apply To!
entitled "The Advancing Rails.”
Married Feopie For In
(This is one of a series of articles
Mr. Farley dealt with the rail
come Use
on old-age and survivors Insurance
roads’ unremitting effort to hold
down costs, the enormous ad
Director of Internal Revenue under the Social Security Act.
vances that have been made in
These articles w ere prepared by your
Whitney L. Wheeler said today that;
performance and efficiency, the de
social security office at the Post
velopment of electronic railroad numerous married persons ln his; Office Eullding, Augusta. Maine.
ing, the remarkable fruits of re district are erroneously using “Head You can get more Information from
search in a wide list of technical ; ot Household” rates in preparing that office by visiting there, writing
fields, and other such major'1 their 1952 Individual income tax or telephoning Augusta. 3-3712.)
achievements.
He pointed out returns.
A representative is at the Rockland
that the industry has been invest
The “Head of Household” tax Post Office Building, serond floor,
ing more than Sl.COO.OGO.OCO a year rate, Director Wheeler explained, is every Monday at 12:39 o'clock.
for better physical equipment ! available only to unmarried persons
62.0CO.OOO persons are now Insured
Then he wrote:
: under these circumstance described by the old-age and survivors insur
This tremendous program of in the Form 1040 Instructions and ance provisions under the Social
improvement has been, on the part provides for tax benefits approxi Security Act. Three out of every
of the railroads, an act of faith— mating one-half those received by four persons who are gainfully em
faith that the public and the gov a married couple filing jointly and , ployed — either working for some
ernment will come to recognize the ' taking advantage of the split-Income one else or carrying on their own
railroads far the highly competi ; computation. Unmarried persons businesses—m ay become entitled
tive industry they are rather than qualify ior the "Head of Household” to the benefits of social security for
the monopoly they are supposed tax rate when they meet the stat themselves and their families.
The 62 million persons who are
once to have been; faith that rail utory requirements as outlined on
road management will be granted page 4 of the official Instructions buying social security protection for
themselves and their families In
greater latitude to adjust rates, accompanying Form 1040.
Taxpayers claiming the benefits I clude workers In all sorts of joos
fares, and services to changing and
flexible conditions; faith that rail of "Head of Household” status and industries. Some of the spe
roads will be recognized and treat should not use Form 1040A but| cific groups that are covered are:
1. Most persons who work in
ed as a business, created by pri should file on Form 1040.
The use of the special rates by
vate investment, subject to the
same economic necessities as any taxpayers not entitled to the status errors entailing costly correction
other business, and entitled to the of "Head cf Household” results in procedures. Director Wheeler said

An

fjOJUA

factories, stores, offices and ln ser
vice Industries like laundries, bar Away From Home
ber shops restaurants and theatres.
2. About 4,000,009 self-employed Vliles R. Sawyer Tells Of
persons who own their own busi
Plan To Aid When Short
nesses and have their source of in
Of Funds
come from these businesses. The
"Anybody
who has ever run short
self-employed who are not covered
Include mainly professional men of ready cash while out of town
such as doctors, dentists, account will find the new Beneficial Cashants. undertakers, and engineers. Credit Card a mighty handy thing
Parm operators are not covered.
to carry,” said Miles R. Sawyer,
3. Most regularly employed do- i Manager of The Personal Finance
mestics ln private homes are cov-} Co. which is located at 356 Main
ered. Persons who do domestic1
Street.
work ln hotels, bearding houses
“This card.” continued Mr. Saw
etc., are covered in the same way yer, “Identifies the holder as a per*
as employees In any other commer son of proven financial reliability.
cial enterprises.
It Is recognized at more than 756
4. Farm workers may be covered affiliated Personal Finance Co., of
under the act, but only If they are fices from coast to coast in the
"regularly employed" by one par United States and Canada. Time
ticular farmer.
and time again, lt has proven a
5. Employees of non-profit in 'life zover' to thousands who ran
stitutions may be covered under the out of funds in a strange town.
act under certain conditions, de-' Many use the card, also, to arrange
pending upon the institution in | for the financing of a purchase
through their local merchants.
which they work.
6. Some government employees.1 "The Beneficial Cash-Credit Card
state, city and Federal, are covered i is not just anybody. It Is registered
by the Act. The situation varies and insued pnly to those people who
from state to state, so that rt is have demonstrated their reliabilty
difficult to tell an individual em- or can do so. Possesion of thc card
stamps the holder as a person of
ployee whether he is covered.
’w
7. Persons with at least 90 days financial Integrity.”
of active service ln the armed j Mr. Sawyer explained, that this^
forces of the United States at any card, which ls being issued now,
time after July 25, 1947, and prior has been used also to establish
credit at an out-of-town hotel, or
to January 1, 1954.
There are other groups of em to pay car expenses due to a break
ployees who are covered such as dewn In a strange town, adv?
persons who are working outside
of the United States for American office at the Post Office Building,
employers. If you are not sure Augusta, Me. The office will be
whether your work comes under glad to send you, free of charge,
the protection of the Social Se a pamphlet which will explain So
curity Act. go to the Social Security cial Security to you.

From mv old fr.end Emery Wooster of North Ha.en who has lorgotten more about actual steamboats
than I will ever know comes this picture of the Henrv Morrison, apparently docked some place in the
Reach according to the appearance of the nigh shore. Says Emery “I enjov Ben Durton's stories of the
‘Pickle Boats.' I was on deck when he was pilot and quartermaster in 1903-1904 .and was he a driver.
Them was the good old days." Photo courtesy Emery Wooster.

16 Myrtle Ave.
Greenwood. Mass.
February 23, 1953
Dear Capt. Scott:
Your article in the issue of Feb.
14 of The Oourier-Gazette was very
interesting to me, and I enjoyed
reading rt as it brought back me
mories of Tiilsons Wharf. When I
saw the picture in the paper. I
cculd picture myself making a
landing with the Boothbay as I
used to come up by the front of
the wharf and then back around
into the berth, and then later the
Morse would come and lay on the
south side, then the Eoston boat.
There has been a lot of changes
around there since thc last time
you set foot on the wharf. No more
steamers ceme and go from there
I think one of the most beautiful
sights of steamers along the Maine
coast one could look on, was at
about 6 o’clock in the morning from
Tillson's wharf, when the Belfast
or Camden would leave fcr up riv
er, then the J. T. Morse for Bar
Harbor, Boothbay for Blue HiU.
Catherine for the Reach and Mon
hegan for Portland. It was a pretty
sight to see them all leaving the
wharf at about the same time. I
can recollect as though it was yes
terday how we would go to the
baggage room and shoot the breeze
with Capt. Stanley, Capt. Ad
Shute, Ike Philbrook, John Hos
mer, BiU Freeman and others that
would be around at the time. Wal
ter Weeks and Ray Sherman would
come in and ask what lt was all
about, then Stanley or Hosmer
would tell one of their yarns and
Charlie Thompson the painter (he
could tell some good ones) could
have you laughing and before you
knew it you would be crying, but
what a picture, and it wiU always
as you say, remain in the minds
of us who were a part of it.

A CHALLENGE TG EVERY

OLD TIMER
Next Saturday a three-column picture will be presented for
idertification bv readers of (his column. It looks as easy as
letting go ihe spring lice—but believe me, appearances are de
ceiving. A cash prize cf JO will be sent the first person wbo
mails the corre t solution cf this crchlem steamer to the Steam
boat edl'or of The Courier-Gazette. Please no(i?e—mailed in
—not te’ephoced. It is a lulu of a puzzle, so Pert Fletcher.
Lou Shute, Emerv Wooster, Emerson Saddler acd all the rest
of von admit'ed experts—lav avakc until next Saturday
dreaming about this one—and then lav awale the following
week saving—“I know her—hut I don't know her.”
I had the picture under a powerful glass, but didn’t identify
her for a long time. Hers is an interesting story.

If you have not been In Boston
during the last few years, and along
Atlantic avenue, where there used
to be so much going on lt would
make a lump come in your throat,
for things are so much different
Everything quiet along the water
front. Ko steamers moving about
like in the olden days, and the
wharves looking delapitated. I was
j in there the other day and went
, down on T wharf to look out on
the harbor and not a ship at an
chor in the harbor only a few fish
boats moving around. Tug boats
all tied up at the wharfs. Over at
Simpson’s Plant there were two
ships tied up there. It was a sorry
. looking sight. The sheds on Union
Wharf nearly all burned down
Central Wharf and India Wharl
and Foster Wharf, nothing doing
They ail looked very lonesome.
I thought of you as I was stand
ing there looking at Foster's Wharf
and cou'.d picture you there in your
office attending t» your duties, goteg from one wharf to another, and
going on board the different ship’s,
it only seemed like it was yesterday.
The S. S. Yarmouth is tied up
over at East Eoston and I hear she
aoococxxxsozoocxxooocKx

KNOX HOTEL
DAILY SPECIALS

SUNDAY, MARCH 8, 1953 •
CHOICE OF ONE:
Fruit Cup with Orange Sherbet
Beet Soup (Borsch)

Tomato Aspic Sa'ad
Qui.k Breads and Butter
Roast Turkey with Dressing. Cranberry r elish ..................... $1.75

Individual Chicken Pie ........ ....................-...........................................
Baked Ham, Pineapple Slice _................................ ..........................
Roast Leg tt Lamb, Mint Jelly ............... -....................... -.............
Grilled Swordfish ...................................................................................—

1.75
1A5
2.C0
1.00

CHOICE OF TWO:
Mashed Potato
Broccoli

Candied 6weet Potato
Buttered Onions
Green Peas

CHOICE OF ONE:
Lemon Chiffon Pie
Plneapple-l'peide Down Cake

r
CeflM

Pecan Nut Roll
lee Cream and Cookies
Tea

is for sale. I guess she is all that
is left of the Eastern boats.
I understand that there ls a
steamer under construction that
w 11 run from Yarmouth to Bar
Harbor and is to make one round
rip during daylight hours, daily
urir.g the summer season. I think
perhaps you saw an account of it
in the paper awhile ago.
Oh. yes, I also see the Steamer
’Westport” tied up for the winter,
she is used to take out fishing par
ties during the summer, and has
lately been making the summer run
to Nantasket Beach following thc
dismantling of steamers Nantasket.
Frances Scott Key and Allerton. I
guess you remember her, and the
Southport.
The Southport was
burned fcr junk last summer in
New York.
*
About all the shipping that Is
coming into Bostcn at present is
oil tankers, and a few coal boats.
There are not as many of them as
they used to be. as there is more
oil being used than coal.
I will be looking for some more
of your fine articles, so keep up the
good work.
Sincerely yours,
B. W. Dunton (Capt.)

Traffic accidents cost America billions of dollars. Let’s

get rid of them—clear them out! Drive a little more
carefully when you’re behind the wheel of your car.
Cross streets a little more carefully when you’re
walking. Stop this tragic waste —stop accidents!

Big Cash Savings Possible! Automobile accidents are
mainly responsible for the rising cost of automobile insur

MARTINSVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Balano and |
childten of East Wareham, Mass.,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Har
old Hupper Sunday, Feb. 22.
Roscoe H. Hupper and hls law
partner. Mr. Kennedy of New York,
spent the past week at Mr. Hup
per’s summer home "Spruce Coves.”
Wallace Watts has been ill for j
the past 10 days with a severe at
tack of the flu. He ls slowly im
proving.
The Extension Association will
have a guest night at its meeting,
March 12, at the home of Mra
Gertrude Hupper. Speakers for the
evening are Mlsa Ramsdell and
Mr. Jaeger.
The Ladles Sewing Circle met
for its meeting last week at the
home of Misses Lens and Elizabeth
Harris. The next meeting will be
st Ae social rooms at the Ridge
Church.
1

ance. And excessive speed is a factor in more accidents
than any other single traffic violation. Cut your speed.

minor accident!

Cut the number of accidents. Cut the high cost

dangerous, to drivers and pedestrians alike. Good head

of driving.

Check These "Broken Lots”! A high percentage of

lights are an investment in safety. Extra caution at night
is an even better one. Watch out at night, and wipe out

accidents involve vehicles in unsafe operating condition.

the needless hospital bills, the needless repair bills, the

Check your car—and check accidents. Replace worn tires.

needless accidents.

Good Lights—Excellent Value! Darkness is especially

Aa business men of thia community, we have sponsored this advertisment to sell Safety—Everybody’s Best Buy.

BE CABEFUl - the life you save may be your own!

Aw

official public service message pro#
pored by The Advertising Council in coop*
eration with the National Safety Council

Milk

29-lt

Get regular safety servicing of brakes, steering system,
windshield wipers. It’s a lot cheaper than having even a

Subscribe to The Oourlw-aaaatte
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